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The purpose of this study was to examine the relatlensldps ameng 
character! stl cs of creatl vi ty whl ch can be measured la early chi ldh.ood. 
The battery of tests selected for use were developed &$ a part of the 
creativity research pi'C)gram at Oklahoma State University. 'l'bese 
includes (1) a test of orlglnaltty; (2) a form beards test designed 
to measure children's freedom to use conforml•s and noaeenformlng 
behavl,or; (3) a target gA11te designed to measure chlldrea's wllllagaess 
to try difficult tasks, i.e., deslp.ed to measure children's reactln 
to a calo\dated risk; (4) a test of 11t&sCtillbdty-femlnl:aity; and 
(S) a test of social relations deslgaed to measar• each child's social 
value vi th.in his own peer group. 
A better understanding of the broad rtalatioashtps among the 
cb.aracteristtcs of creativity is needed; aad in addition, creativity 
proflles of ladividul children., which can be obtained by the measure-
ment of specific cbaraetertst:lcs, are aeaded as a foundation for tb.e 
study of creative potential. Insofar as early childhood is concerned, 
1 t is this creative potential, rather than creative production., tut 




A current trend in the behavioral sciences is toward an 
un.derstaadiag of mental health, as epposed te mu.tal illness, and 
major efforts are directed toward fiading ways to builcl up the pesitive 
capacities of the human persoaality, su¢t as self-coacept. Until 
recently attention se._d to be focused on problems related to human 
personality such as delinquency aad emotional disturbances; however, 
almost a decade ago, the need for a shift in emphasis from mental 
illness to mental health was implied by Barron (1963) in his o9serva-
tion. that many and heavy were the books on mental illness ~t few and 
light were the books on meatal health. 'l'be change ta emphasis which 
has eccurred, arose out of a social need and is a constructive attempt 
to deal with some of the problems e"1stiag today--tbe conditions of 
poverty and the increasing pressures of a technological society. 
Creativity 
'lb.e study of creativity 1 s one aspect of the new focus on. meatal 
health which is evident in the behavioral sciences. A treme:m.dous 
surge of interest in creativity has occurred during the past two 
decades amd cam. be seen in (1) the many conferences which are devoted 
to the subject of c~eativity, (2) the courses on creative problem• 
solving which are offered across the :a.atiea, and (3) the research which 
is focused Qn the developmeat aad understanding of creativity. 
Cenferea.ces. - On.e lndicatioa 0f the growing i•terest in creativity 
has been coaf eraces such as the Utah. Creativity Research Conf eren.ce 
Series, supported by the United States Office of Educatioa. All of 
the conferences in this series were invitational, i.e., participants 
were carefully selected from the country's leading researdlers, 
psychologists, aad educators whose werk was directly related to the 
topic of the partiC\llar coafereace. Siace these were wJ'king eoafer .. 
ences, the number of participants was kept to a miatm11111. 'l'lle proceed-
ings of moat of tb.ese cmt.feren.ces haft been aade ayailable la 
published form. (Tayler and Barron, 1963; Taylor, 19648; Taylor, 
1964b; Tayler and Williams, 1966; amd Williams, 1968). 
'rh.e first three conferences ta the Utah Series (1955, 1957, and 
1959) were devoted to reports and dtsoussioas of the latest creatiYity 
research. '.l'be fO\lrth ceafereaee (1961) focased on the swmnari zing of 
research findings ta creatlYity. The fifth coaference (1962) vas 
concerned with attempts to uade~staad the f.-dam~tal aature and 
charaetertsttes ef creativity. '.l'be sixth conference (1964) foC\ISed ea 
how iastructtoaal media might help fester and enceurage creativity in 
our primary aad secoadary scheols ta A•rtea. 
Frank I. Williams, Directer of the Maes.lester Creativity Project 
in Miaaeseta, was co-director •f the sixth coaference ta the Utah 
Serles. During the maay laeurs that he spent edt ting the papers sad 
tapes from that coateren.ce, he became aware of the need fer a 
cn.fereace on child rearing practices for d..-loptag creat1Yity. 
ReC11~ng throughout the past ceafereace on iastructiea.al media 
sad creativity were hints made by all ta attn.dance of the 
necessity fer a future confereace aimed at primarily the 
prehlem ef what paJ'C!nts aad early chtldb.ood teachers naight do 
to en.h.8llee the creati"Ye potential of the Qb.ild. Fer example, 
tt was felt by Carl Rogers that daily encounters wtth aa 
atmosphere of complete freedem laeldag la flll-ln drawiag books 
er struct•red play devices might provide clues to the child's 
pessible a8't'elopment of creatiYe tktnktng abilities. Marte 
legb.es talked abeut parents' nerprotection of cb.Udrea. 
Paul Torrance presented ideas about parents' u.ceurag•ent and 
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acceptance for the unusual; Kumeth Beittel mentioned the 
occasional need for the child during art experiences .te take 
risks in. going beyond the fringes of the known and familiar. 
J.P. Guilford talked about the import8Jlee of tbe evaluative 
behaviors of youngsters as self-regulating ~d self-correcting 
through the priaei~of feedback from parentso (Williams, 
1968, PPo iil~iv). 
The proposed conference on child rearing practices for dnelopb.g 
creativity was held in 1'67 at Macalester Collegeo The purpose was 
a stocktaking of what was known and a discussion of wnat future 
research would be needed in child rearing practices for the optimum 
development of creativ!tyo 
Courses. - A second indication of the growing iaterest in. 
creativity is the increas:l:mg numher of courses being offered across 
the nation on creative problem-solving. 
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Courses in creative thin.king also are nnaltiplyiag rapidly. 
Research on creativity has found application especially in such 
centers as the University of Buffalo, the University of Minnesota, 
the University of Utah, Macalester College, Wayne State Uaiversit)\ 
and Drake University, where regular courses in creative proble111 
solving are offered. Many psychology departments offer co•rses 
and seminars ea creativity o Adult education centere have also 
been respensi ve to demand from ad1!lll ts for work oa creati Yi ty, 
and the National Association of Public Adult Educators has 
recen-tly sponsored a 'hook titled How to Be a More Creative Adult 
Learner. Many business organ.izaticms'""ire-of'feriag such ceurses 
for their employees; these include corporations such.as Geaeral 
Electric, U.S. Steel, General Motors, Westinghouse, and Bell 
Telephone, all ef whom are highly depeaden.t Cl>l1 innovativeness 
in their pl'C!>fessional personnel. Tb.e military services aad the 
U.S. Veterans Acbnin.istraticm ha"l'e also sponsored worksheps, 
conferences, and in-service training for creative thinking. 
(BarrGn, 1969, Po 4). 
Research.- A third im.dicaticm of the growing interest in creativity 
is the increase in research in this area since 1950. This increase in 
research is exemplified by the Creative Education Fo1Uld.atioa's 1965 
Us.ting of more than 4000 referaees on. creativity vi th appreximately 
3000 being dated later than 1950. 
s 
A n•ber of disciplines have been interested la creatl'rity, aad 
a variety of approaches have beaa ad.ertakea to Dderstaad it. 
1.'h.e hackg~ds of the ce11trtbuter~ raage through senral 
dlsclpllaejs genetic psyohelogy, cltaleal paychelegy, educational 
psycb.elogy, child developmea.t, art educatioa, tea,cker educattoa, 
psychiatry, aathropelogy, educatl•aal and psychological res.area. 
Amoag the coatrlb•tlons, seme foC*S on higkly creatl.,. a4ults, 
s•e oa childraa~ s•e oa adolesc•ts. For a••• tb.e aim ts to 
identify the ekaractertstlcs ef all perseas la a givaa group; 
for still others, the el11 ls to develep tests u.a proced111res 
which can be effectively used la further research and developmeat. 
Some seek to improve selection of persouel fer giftB tasks; 
seme to improve education or therapy; some to improve research. 
S•e seek aa ortu.tatlom. to nature; sne to culture; s•e te 
lllStltuttonal eperatieas; seme to faally; aeme to persoaal 
experience. Seme focus on the person; some eri the pncesa; 
some on. the prod11ct; some en the eavl remaeat. (Mooney aad 
Razik, 1967~ p. ix). 
O..e research program, that at Oklal\maa State Uaiverstty, has 
fe!tcwsed exclusively cm the creattw poteatial ef yoag chlldrea. For 
approximately ta years~ the primary eoacera •f th.at program has been 
the clevelopmu.t of researell tastrments sult:a'ble for use wt tit pres,ciaoel 
childra.. At no other cater has there been this type of mphasla. 
Reca.tly a few stuies .at Oklah.aa State 11».lwrsity have 'beea c•cemed 
wltb. the relatiensldps amoag perseuUty characteristics which. se• to 
be related to creatl'Yity. (e.g., Mcltiazle, 1968; Moffatt, 1969; 
Pattn, 1969; Goldsmith, 1970; ud Tallent, 1971). Tke fiadiags of 
these studies haft, ntsea many C!l••sttoas a1'out the taflueaces that 
affect the development of creatS:ri ty i:a early childileod. 
1.'h.e present research ls cORcerned with the rel•tlnships amu.g the 
charaeterlstlcs of creati'rity wb.ida. can be meu•J:ed in early childhood. 
A better uderstaading •f the broad relattoashtps -•g these eltarac-
terlatlcs ts ueded; aad, la a:cldlttu., crea~l'rity preflles •f btdl'ddual 
·children., which ca.a lDe ehtaiaecil by the measu•ent •f specific 
dlaracteristics, are aeeded as a f0\1lndatioa for the study of cr-8tiye 
poteatial. Insofar as early childhood is concerned, it is tkis 
creatiye potential, rather thaa creative preductloa, th.at mast he 
understood. The availability of creativity p:rofiles may alse serve 
as a basts for selecting ckil~ren te participate in a loagit11diaal 
study ef creativity. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITIRA'J.'URB 
'l'h.e term creativity has been used both colloquially aad 
scientifically Oftr a period of time; and as a result, it us become 
a catch.all label with a variety of aeani"-gs. Two meanings freq•u.tly 
assigned to the term have been creati" poteatial and creative 
production.. 
Creativity is a magic word; it catclles i1111ftediate atta,tion. •••• 
The texm is a kind of "catch.all" label, much too loosely 
employed. Only when we break it dewa hito its several manageable 
implicatiens are we able to do wch creatively about it. 
We gaia same degree of clarity by discriminating among several 
tab.gs that ceme under tbe la'bel, We man define "creative 
potential" as a collection of atilities and other traits that 
contribute toward successful creattye thinking. Creative 
thinking is distinguished by the fact tltat there is sC!>lllethiag 
novel about it; nevel, that is, te the thinking i•dividual. 
The degree of creativity shovn. ts directly proportional to the 
degree-of novelty. 
An0ther yery CGlllDOa use of the term "creativity" meau creative 
production. Production is output. In this couection we can 
make two further distiactions. Output may be in the form of 
tangible products, such as a poem, a sciu.tific theory, a 
machine, or a umsical composition. Sae writers also insist 
that the tangible product be socially worthy or useful. This 
adds the requiremE!lllt of value judgmu.ts, something that is 
outside the scope of basic science but is signifiean.t in the 
sphere of teclulologies that deal with human affairs. (Guilford, 
1965, pp. 6-7). 
'1 
Creativity ia A4ults 
For more than a decade, the Iastitute of Personality A$sessmmat 
and Research at the University of California h.as beea e•gaged in am. 
intensive study of creative adults. The first problem which the 
Institute faced was one of deciding upcHa a defi:ai ti on of creati 'ri ty, 
and it was this definition. that dete:rm!ned the specific course the 
research was to take. 
Before u:ndertakimg our studies we had to agree upoa what we 
would censider creativity to be. 'l'b.is was a first requirement, 
since creatt'rity has been so "f'llriously defined and described. 
We agreed tb.at tne creativeness fulfills at least three 
conditions. It invelves a respoase that is novel or at 
least statistically infreq14ent. But uvelty or origi•ality 
of thought and action., while a necessary aspect of creativity, 
is not sufficient. If a response is to lay claim to being a 
part of the creative process, it must te some extent be 
adaptive to, or of, reality. It 11111st serve to solve a prob-
lem, fit a situation, or accomplish some recogalzable goal. 
Aac~ thirdly, t:t"Ue creativeness involves a sustain.ins of the 
origim.al insight, an e't'8luation and. elaboration of it,.a 
developing of it to the fullo Creativity from this point 
of view, ls a process exte:m.ded in time and characterized by 
originality, adaptiveness, and realization. (MacKillJlon, 
1965, p. 160). 
The acceptance of this def bti tion of creativity had two important 
cense~uences for the I:nstitute•s research. Creativity was studied 
after it had been. realized and had fead expression in clearly 
ldatiflable CJ:"eative products, and so-called tests of creativity 
were rejected as indicators of creativenesso 
The accept•nce ef such a conception of creativity had two 
important coasettuenees for our researches. It meant that 
we weuld not seek to study ereatl vi ty while it Was sti 11 
potential but only after it had been realized and had 
fO'tllld expression in clearly identifiable creative products--
buildings designed by architects, mathematical proofs 
developed by mathematicians, and the published wrltia4P& 
of poets and ao't'elists. Our conception of creativity 
forced us further to reject as indicators or criteria of 
creativeness the performance of individuals on se-called 
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tests of creativtt,. While tests of this sort--taat req•ire 
tut the subject think, for example, of unusual uses for 
.ceamea objects aad the consequeaces of W1Lusual e"Yeats--may 
iadeed measure the infrequency or originality of a sabject•s 
ideas in respense te specific test items, they fail to 
re"Veal the exteat to which the subject, faced with real 
life prohlems,..it likely te ceme up with sol•tieas that are 
11.evel aad adapt! ve and which he w111 be motl vated te apply 
in all •f their ramifications. (MacKlmum., 1965, p. 160). 
In assessing creative ability la adults, the Institute a:nployed 
a 11ethed which involved latenslvely st•dyln.g selected creative 
iadlviduls fer several days. 
Creatl'ft persons /Were brnght7 o • o to Berkeley, wher•·· 
ln the I:astltate ~ullding, a i .. ocleled fratel!'Jllity haas•·· 
we wrked with tba:n, 10 at a time, for several days, ast 
•ften ever a three-day weekead. 'l'hese people were s.t;.•diad 
lnteaslvely lty a variety of means••by the broad p~laa 
posed lty the assessmu.t situtten itself; by probl•· 
solvb.g expertma.ts; hy tests designed to discever what 
a person does aot b.ew er is aaltle to reveal a1"htt hims•lf; 
by tests and questionnaires th.at pexmt t a pen•• to maD.ifest 
various aspects of his perscm.altty and to express his attitudes, 
interests, and values; aad by seareb.iag interviews. (MacKbmoa, 
1965~ pp. 159·160). 
Out ef the iateui'Y8 work with creatlw individuals fraa various 
professional greups, tbe Instit•te was able te ideat:ify the charac· 
teristics of the creative workero A description of a few of the more 
prominent of these characteristics is presea.ted here. 
IatelUgeace 
Creatin people are intelligent, but creative giftedaess is not 
equated with high intelligence. 
A certain amoma.t of intelligence is required for creativity; 
but beyond that point, being more or less intelligent does 
not determine the level of a person's creativeness, and the 
le'ftl of intelligence required for creati\fity is scnaetimes 
surprisingly low.. What is more important than the level of 
in.telUgen.ce.· ·• • is the effect;.iveness with which one uses 




Creative perseas are original. This is a statement witn which 
few people would disagree, but it must be emphasized that originality 
is only one part of creativeness. Unless origb.ality is acc•paaied by 
adaptiveness and realization, as stated in the Institute's definition, 
it c8Wllot be accepted as indicative of true creativeness. 
?we aspects of originality C8l'l be distinguished0 -the quantity and 
the quality of an individual 0s responseso In general, the qtJSntity 
and the quality do correlate, ioe., the person who has the greatest 
number of ideas is usually the person who has the better ideas. Never .. 
theless, this is not always true. 
'lb.ese correlations are low enough, however, to suggest. • • 
that some persons tend to make many original responses 
which are not very good, while others make fewer but 
geaerally better or more fitting ones ••• Insights, 
hewever fresh and clever they may seem, do not enter the 
stream of creative solutions to urgent problems unless 
their consequences are tested in application and revised 
and extended to meet the requirements of the situation for 
which they were first devised. • • Mere fluency in unusual 
ideas will not alone make for fresh and creative solutions to 
problems, but, in some persons, rather to "fresltnEJss" in 
its worst sense. (MacKinnon, 1965, p. 163). 
Independence 
Creative persons are independent in thought and action, and are 
motivated toward b.di vi dual goals rather than group goals. 
One can well believe that many creative students chafe under 
the discipline of group acti'Vities and requirements of the 
classroom. It is not that they are lazy, or that their level 
of aspiration is low, or that in their rebellious attitudes 
they are "rebels without a cause. " The problem (if we per-
mit it to become a problem) derives frGlll their high level of 
energy which they seek to channel into independent, nongroup-
eoordinated strivings for extremely high goals of achievement--
goals which they set for themselves aad which may well 
conflict with goals that have been. set for the group. 
It is thus a fundamental characteristic of creative 
subjects that they are strongly metlvated to achieve in 
situations in which independence of thought and action is 
called for a.ad that they have much less interest or moti-
vation to achieve in situations which demand conforming 
behavior. (MacKinnon, 1965, p. 164). 
Openm.ess to Experience 
Creative persens are expecially open to experience, both of the 
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inner self and of the outer world. This openness comes with maturity 
and is not often £0t1nd in the younger person, even the younger creative 
person. 
As between percei viag (becoming aware of semetbing) aad 
judgiag (coming to a com.clusion. about something), creative 
persons are on ~he side of perception--they are open to and 
receptive of experience and seeking to know as muc'b as possi-
ble about life. 'l'he perceptive attitude expresses itself 
in curiosity and ls the hallmark of an in~uiriag mind. 
The open mind cam., of course, become cluttered and may--
un.ti 1 it goes to work ordering the multiplicity of 
experiences which it aas admltted-·reveal a geod deal of dis-
order. Moreover, having to deal vi th confusion "and· dt sorder 
in one's own mind may be sufficient cause for anxiety, 
expecially in the yeWlg, 1ill'ltil at last they fiad some 
nigher-order integrating and reconciling principles • 
• • • To grow creatively is not the easiest way to 
denlop, and fer sC1111e it may be too risky and dangerous 
an undertaking. Those who succeed reveal a richness and 
aetualizatiea of the self which the judgmental person, who in 
the extreme case prejudges experience and thas becnes tb.e 
prejudiced person, can never achieve. More than most, 
creative persons are able to racogJaize aad give expression 
te mo.st aspects of iuer experience and character, 
including the feminine in the ease of the male and the 
masculine in the case of the female, admitting into 
consciousness and behavior much that ethers would repress, 
integrating reason and passion, aad reconciling the 
rational and irrational. (MacK!nnon1 1965, pp. 166-167) • 
... 
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In tui ti venes s 
Creat.ive persons are characterized by their capacity for intuitive 
perceptions. They are more conscious aad responsive to the deeper 
meanings of their perceptions than less creative persons. 
Oae may in any perception be i~ginatively more alert and 
responsive to the deeper meanings, to the implications, and 
to the passi bi li ti es for use or action of that which is 
experienced by way of the senses. This iunediate grasping of 
the real as well as the symbolic bridges between what is and 
what can be, I shall call intuitive perception. 
One would expect creative persons not to be stimulus-and 
object-bound, bttt to be alert to th.e as .. yet .. m.ot realized. 
In other words, these individuals are characterized by their 
capacity for intuitive perception. (MacKinnon, 1965, pp. 167-168). 
Strong 'lb.eoretical and Aesthetic Interests 
Creative persons have strong theeretical and aesthetic interests. 
The Institute found on a test of values, that all of their subjects 
held most dear the theoretical and aesthetic values. 
On a test of values ••• which measures in the h.dividual 
the relative strength of the theoretical, the economic, the 
aesthetic, the social, the political, and the religious 
values • • • all of our creative subjects hold most dear the 
theeretical and aesthetic valueso A prizing of theoretical 
values is congruent with a preference for intuitive percep-
tion; for both orient the person to seek some deeper or more 
meaningful reality which lies beneath or beyond that which 
is actually pre~em.t to the senses. Both set one to seek 
truth which resides not so much in things themselves as in 
the relating of them on~ to another in terms of identities 
and differences and ia terms of overriding principles of 
structural and functional relationships. 
• • • Although. there may appear to be some conflict between 
the theoretical value with its cognitive and rational concern 
with truth and the aesthetic value with its concern with form 
and beauty, these two values, as already indicated, are the 
tw strongest values la our creative subjects. Th.at they are 
both emphasized suggests that for the truly creative person 
the solution of a problem is not sufficient; there is the fur-
ther demand that it be elegant. (MacKinnon, 1965, pp. 168-169). 
Strong Sease of Destiay 
Creative pe~ens haw a strong sense of destiny. They believe 
tbemselves to be destined to do what they are doing. 
With a marked degree of resoluteness aadalmost inevitably 
a measure of egotism, the creative person.typically ce:uiders 
himself to be destined to do what he is doing, or iateads to 
be doing, with b.is Ufe. But over and alM!lw these traits 
there is a belief ia the foregone certainty of the worth and 
validity of his creative efforts. This is not to say that 
our creatiw subjects have been spared periods of frustra-
tion and depression when blocked in their creati~ striving, 
but enly that overriding these moods there has bea a 
steadJ unquestioning cenni tmen.t of these individuals to 
their own creative endea'ft>rs. An.other, probably related, 
characteristic of the creative persen is that he ka.C!)WS who 
he is, where he wants te go and what he wants to achieve •••• 
'nle creative person has solved the problem of his own 
identity. (MaeKinnon, 1965, pp. 169°170). 
Creativity in Children 
The method of studying creativity in adults is not applicable 
to the study of creativity in children. In studying creativity in 
adults, one must (l) identify creative adults, pc>ssibly by their 
creative products, i.eo, products characterized by originality, 
adaptiveness, and realization; (2) intensively study the sub-jects by 
a variety of means, including written tests and questionnaires; and 
(3) find the characteristics which these creative adults have in 
COl'llllOD.. 
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In studying creatinty in children., it is not possible to identify 
subjects by their creati..-e products. Children are capable of creative 
production.. Their products can be identified as original, i.e., they 
may be unique for the individual child, but their products are not 
characterized by the adaptiveness and realization which are essential 
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criteria for judgiag the products of adults. Adaptiveness and 
realization are criteria that are necessary when looking for creativity 
in adults, but these particular criteria are dependent om. maturity. 
One cannot start with creative production when one is interested in 
studying creativity in early childhood; instead, the focus of attention 
must be on creatiYe potential, which has been defined by Guilford (1965) 
as the collection of abilities and other traits that con.tribute toward 
creative thinking. 
In studying creativity in young children, it is not advisable to 
use tests and questionnaires. Instead, the researcher should look for 
behavioral evidence of the characteristic under study. When tests and 
questionnaires are used, the researcher relies upon the verbal ability 
of the children; and under these circumstances, valid judgments of the 
children's responses are difficult. 
A starting point in studying th~ creative potential of young 
children is observation of their behavior--observation which is designed 
as a search for traits and abilities that have been identified as 
conltion among creative adults. Some of these are characteristics for 
which there is behavioral evidence in early childhood, but others 
are characteristics which devel0p with maturity and cannot be observed 
in early childhood. 
The remainder of this chapter is concerned with a discussion of 
tb.e traits and abilities which are related to creative expression. 
and wnich can be found in adults and children. The discussion is 
limited to those traits and abilities which can be reliably measured 
in early childhood. 
Iatelligence 
Creative adults are lntelligeat; but beyend the fact that no 
mentally retarded individuals are fomad in any group of adults 
identified as creative, the Instit•te of Personality Assessment and 
Research at Berkeley did not find a sigaiflcant correlation between. 
creati'rity and lntelligen.ce. Intelligence is measured by tests of 
convergent thinking abilities; whereas, creativity ls measured by 
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tests ef di"Yergeat thinking abilities. Throughout the literature there 
ls e'Yideace of an interest in the relatienship betweea these two 
characteristics, the this relationship can and should be studied in 
early childheod as well as being included in the creativity research 
done with -adults. 
Im.telllgnce b an ability which cu. be validly measured in young 
children. A nmtber of standardized individual tests are available. 
These include tests of intellectual ability, such as the Stanford-
Binet and J:he Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC), ad 
tests of Terbal ability, such as the Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
Test (PPVT). 
Iatell~ctual Ability. - Azbill (1961) ui;ed the Stanford-Binet 
Intelligence Test l:n. her creativity r'search with young children. 
She was interested in determining whether the preschool child's 
freedem of expressien, which she accepted as a pervasi.e characteristic 
of creative ability, was independent ef intellectual ability. 
Freedom of expression, like creative ability, la accepted as 
a nonintellectual variable. Support for this belief was 
found in a negative correlation between freedoaa nd 
intelligeace test scores. Fer the small group of children 
in this study, /Azbill~ 19617 those with the lower intelli-
gence test scores (IQ's bel0w 100) were the •Ost free, 
and those with the higher test scores (IQ's above 140) were 
the least free. Oae possible explanation for this negative 
relationship is that the demands made en young children for 
conformity and achievement may in some wa1 hi.hi bit their 
freedom of expression, while at the same time assuring 
the cGC!>peration necessary for optimum performance on an 
intelligence test. (Starkweather, 1971, p. 2). 
Verbal Ability.- The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) 
has been used to determine whether originality, as measured by a 
specific test, is a nonintellectual variable. 
The /Starkweather Originality Test7 does require verbal 
respinses; nevertheless, the originality scores are indepen-
dent of verbal ability. This was demon$trated by an analysis 
of originality scores and scores earned on the Peabody Picture 
Vocabulary Test. The correlation between these two sets of 
scores was not significant, and the origi:nality test was 
accepted as independent of verbal ability. (Starkweather, 
1971, p. 12). 
Originality 
In studies of creativity in adults, the subjects have been 
identified by their creative products which haye met three criteria--
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originality, adaptiveness, and realization. In studies of creativity 
in young children, the adaptiveness and realization factors cannot be 
used as the criteria of creativeness beca•se of their elusive quality; 
and therefore, attention must be focused on originality per se. How-
ever, if one does not accept originality alone as indicative of true 
creativeness, then this quality must be considered in relation to 
other measurable traits. In a study of the creative potential of 
yeum.g children, the relatioaships among measurable traits is provided 
by the creativity profiles of individual children. 
In studies of creativity in adults, it has also been possible to 
discriminate among several closely related factors--originality, 
elaboration, fluency, and flexibility. In creativity research with 
young children, this type of discrimination has not been pessible in 
a meaningful way. The scoring ef children's responses ia terms of 
these factors is of questionable significance _and would demand adult 
value judgments which are to be avoided whenever possible. 
In the development of each instrument, • • • the goal was 
always the deYelopmeat of a game which the child would waat 
to play--a game in which his behavior provided an aaswer te 
the researcher's question • • • Adult judgments ef the 
children's responses were avoided, and scoring preblems were 
minimized by destgntngtnst1'1!11lents which peraaitted simple 
behavioral responses that could be scored, objectively. 
(Starkweather, 1971, p. 3). 
Confoxmity-Nonconforaaity 
The creative child, like the creatl"R adult, is willing to be 
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different; he may conform or not depending upon which behavior provides 
the mere effective way of attaining his goal. He is free--his ch•ice 
is not ruled by compulsion. 
Behavioral evidence of conforaaiag and aoncenforming behavior can 
be found in any sit~tion, social or impersoRB.i, in which a child is 
given 8l1 opportunity to follow a model. 
The conformity•nonconformity tests /Starkweather Social 
Conformity Test and Starkweather Form Beards Test7 were 
designed to meet the following criteria: (a) The compal-
sive qWllity and the confoxming quali~~ of a child's behavior 
must be measured independently. The child who is a compul-
sive nonconformist is just as rigid as the child who is a 
CC!Jlllpuls1ve conformist. (b) The tests must be adjustable in 
order that the opportunity to confoxm be of similar potency 
for all children. Conforming behavior is conmoa when a 
child has an opportunity to conform to persons he likes, 
Whereas the reverse is true in tbe case ef persons he 
. dislikes. Similarly. conforming behavior is to be expected 
when it involves the choice of a preferred object. 
(Starkweather. 1971, p. 4). 
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Willingness to Try the Difficult 
The enjoyment of a calculated risk, or willingness to try the 
difficult, has been specifically referred to as a motlvatioaal charac-
teristic of creative b.di'ridttals. It ls a characteristic for which 
there is behavioral evidence in childhood as well as ia adulthood. 
Willingness to try ~he difficult implies that the child bekaves with 
freedClllD rather than being compulsive about his risk-taking. This 
cempulsive factor was discussed la relation to conformity-nonconformity 
and is a factor to be considered f.n the study of any cb.aracteristic of 
creatl'Yity. For example, MaclCi:nnon (1965) poiated out that originality 
for originality's sake (compulsive origiaallty) was not iadicati.e of 
true creativeness. 
Anether characteristic of the creative person is a willingness 
to try difficult tasks, to accept the challenge of a calculated 
risk--not a compulsive determination to attempt only the 
difficult, but rather a freedom to take the difficult road 
when that would enable him to achieye his goal or to take the 
easy road when. that would most effectively lead to his goal. 
(Starkweather, 1968, p. 80). 
Masculini t;r-Fembdni ty 
In discussing openness to experience, which is a characteristic of 
cr•ative persons, MacKtnmon (1,65) spok• of the creative persoa•s 
ability to recognize and give expressiea to aspects ef inner experience 
.and cbaracter, such as femininity in the case of the male and mascu-
_ll:a.i ty in the case of the female. It is for this reasen that the study 
of masculinity-femininity in early clllldhood should be iacluded in the 
study of creativity. 
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In amy culture, it is the adults who label specific behavior as 
masculine or feminine. Where the socialization of young children is 
concerned, the behaviors labeled as masc•line or faniniae by tae adults 
becCMne the expectations which the adults have for the children. 
Co:nsequatly, in most studies of children's mascuUnity-fniainity, 
adult judgments have been t1Sed to "score" the children's behavior. 
Starkweather (1968) disagrees with this approach and maintaiu that 
the attributes and behavior of the yowag children th8111$elves, rather 
thaa the judgments of adults, should pro'Yide the criteria for mascu-
linity and femininity. 
The Starkweather Masculi•ity-Fam!ainity Test CM-F Test) 
measures tb.e masculine and feminine preferences of pre-
school children. The test is desiped so that the eelt;l4tion 
of what is masculine and what is feminine is based on the 
actual cheices of the children being tested. 'l"he ass.-ptioa 
underlying this design is that the behavior ef boys is boy-
behavior (masculine) and the behavior ef girls is girl-
behavtor (feminlne). (Starkweather, in Goldsmith, 1970, p. 44). 
Social Relations 
Social Relations can be defined as the interaction of two or 
more in.dividuals er the. influence of one individual upon. aaetller. The 
importance of social relations in the development of creativity was 
stressed by Moffatt (1969), whose research was coacerned "with the 
creatively functioning, self-actualizing person. and not with the 
person whose special-talent man.ages to anerge from incredible 
circt1111stances." 
To function. well in society is a basic need ef the creative 
person just as it is of others. Other people are an integral 
part of thecl"eative person's enviroaeat; aad if this enviJ;"oa-
meat suffocate.a his creative iapulses and giyes him a feedback 
of poor self-conception, it will guide him toward poor mental 
health. (Rogers, 1965). 
The way in which an individual experiences social relationships 
is an essential factor in the nurturance or stifling of 
creati"Ye behavior. Some writers, e.g., Maslow (1959) and 
Erikson (1963), believe the basic needs for physical care, 
affection, security, and self-esteem must be met before 
creative behavior can emerge. Disagreement with this belief 
occurs when creative behavior is thought of narrowly in 
terms of creative geaitilS and creative product-producing ••• 
This writer maintains that such creativity does not occur in 
a vacuum, but that in order for the creative person to be 
. able to function as he does, other people mus~ recognize 
and react to him at crucial times, and also that unless the 
creative person connwaicates with others, he is not recognized 
as being creative. (Moffatt, 1969, pp. 9~10). 
Other Traits 
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Several other traits which have been identified as characteristic 
of the creative adult are evident in the behavior of children. .Q.d may 
be measareable in early childhood. Among these traits are curiosity, 
flexibility, and independence. 
MacKinnon (1965) has referred to the creative person as having a 
perceptive attitude which expresses itself in curiosity, and he has 
called curiosity the ''hallmark of an inqui ting mind." 'lbus far, in 
the creativity research with young childx-en at Oklahoma State 
Um.iversity, a test has been developed which measures one aspect of 
curiosity, i.e., a child's preference for the novel. This quality 
provides too narrow a focus for a satisfactory test of curiosity, and 
further work in this area is anticipated. 
Flexibility and adaptiveness are similar, if not identical, 
qualities. MacKin.n.on's definition of creativeness includes originality, 
adaptiveness, and realization; and in studies of adults, there is 
frequent reference to the discrimination of originality, elaboration, 
fluency, and flexibility. In the creativity research with young 
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children, a flexibility test (Starkweather, 1969) has been designed te 
measure the ability t~ adapt to new situations when a change in 
behavior is required, or the ability to back eff and look at s011ethiag 
from a new angle. Tb.e test itself is complex and cumberseme, ·&nd 
extenshre modification of the instrument is aecessary. 
Indepen.den.ce in thought a.ad action is another fu.damu.tal 
characteristic of the creat:l•e persoa; and in the yoqg child, both 
emotional independence aad behavioral independence can be obserwcl. 
A test of behavioral independence (Patton, 1969) has been developed 
as a part of the creativity research with young children. It is a 
most pl'Glllising iastrument, and acceptable refiaement is anticipated 
in the near future. 
Relationships among Characteristics 
Creativity research with children of preschool age has been 
extremely limited. A few st'1dies have been conducted in which the 
relationships among the characteristics of creativity have been 
correlated. The findings have been only suggestive, but they dO 
throw some light on tha possible relationships which one would find 
in looking at the creatiTe potential of yeung children. 
Masculinity-Femininity 
The masculinity-femininity of preschool children has been st•died 
in relation to independence, socioeconomic status, and ~oaformity to 
parents. White (1967) studied the relationship between independence 
ad usc•li:ni ty .. feminiai ty. She found that th.e more independent 
girls were more feminine, aad the less independent girls were less 
feminine. McKinzie (1968) studied the relationship between 
socioeconomic status and masculinity-femi~inlty. She found that 
middle-class girls shewed a change frem ~femininity at age three 
to marked femininity at age four; whereas the lower-class girls 
showed the reverse of this, a shift from marked femininity at age 
three te !!'! femininity at age four. Marx (1969) studied socio-
economic differences in the relationship between masculinity-
femininity and conformity to mothers. She found that the more 
masculine boys were more influenced by the opportunity to conform 
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than were the less masculine boys. She also fo•d a similar relation-
ship for the four-year-old lower class girls; the more faniniae girls 
were the more conforming. Goldsmith (1970) studied the relati .. ip ,. 
between masculinity-femininity and conformity to mothers aad to 
fathers. She found that the boys wb.o were conforming to both parents 
were significantly less masculine than other boys. 
Independence 
White (1967) studied independence am.d masculiaity·f•ininity 
and found a significant relationship between the two for girls. The 
more independent girls were more feminine and the less independent 
girls were less feminine. 
Patton (1969) studied the relationship between independence and 
impersonal confo:rmity, both of which are motivational characteristics 
of creativity. She found no significant relatioaship between the two, 
indicating that the instruments she was usiag were, as designed, 
measuring characteristles independent of each other. 
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Social Relations 
Tb.e social value or social acceptance of preschool children bas 
beea studied la relation to various aspects ef creative abUity--free-
dom ef expression, origin.all ty, flexi bi 11 ty, and independence. Sims 
(1963) was iaterested in children's acceptance la their peer group aad 
their creativity as indicated by freedom of expression ia play. She 
found that the most creative children. and the least creati Ye children 
tended to be isolates; however, the most creative children seemed to 
be happy la their isolate status, whereas the least creative children 
were dissatisfied aad attempted in. various ways ~o gain acceptance in 
the group. Moffatt (1969) studied the relationship between the social 
acceptaaceof preschool children 1'y their peer groups and several 
cnaraeteristics of creativity. She found a negative relationship 
between flexibility and social acceptance. In a pre-kindergarten 
group in particular, the children who scored high in flexibility 
scored low in social relations, and the children who scored low in 
flexibility scored high in social relations. Apparently the more 
rigid, or perhaps the more predictablet of the pre-kiadergartea 
children were the more accepted in their social group. 
Implicatio•s for Research 
A nanber of valid and reliable iastruments have beea develeped as 
a part of the creativity research with young children at Oklahoma 
State University; and a systematic study of the relationships among the 
characteristics of creativity is now possible. A better Wlderstaadiag 
of the broad relationships among these characteristics is needed; and 
in addition, creativity profiles o~ individual children, which can be 
obtained by the measurement of specific characteristics, are needed 
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as a feU111dation for the study of creative potential. Insofar as early 
child.hood is ccmcemed, it is this creative potential, rather tbaa 
creative production, that must be tsnderstood. 'l'he availability of 
creativity profiles may also serve as a basts for sel,cttng children 
to participate in a longitudinal study of creatiYity. 
CBAPTEll III 
Mll!TROD AND PROCBDUll! 
'lbe purpose of this study was to examine the relationships .. •oag 
the characteristics of creativity which can be meas•red in early 
childbood. The battery of tests selected for use were developed as a 
part of the creativity research program at Oklahc,inna State UniTersity. 
These tD.claded: (1) a tefilt of originality; (~) a form boards test 
destped to measwre cidldren's freed~ to use confoi'mlng ad no:acom-
foxming behavior; (3) a target game designed to measure children's 
willingness to try difficult tasks, i.e., designed to measure 
children's reaetion to a calculated risk; (4) a test of maseulinity-
feminini ty; and (S) a test of social relations designed to '8easure 
each child's social valu~ within his own peer group. This chapter 
includes a description of children who participated in the research, 
brief descrtptions of the research instruments, and reconm4Qldations 
for the analysis of the data. 
Subjects 
The subjects who participated in this study were 103 preschool 
children, 47 boys and 56 girls. The age range was from three years 
three months to six years six moaths. All of the children were la 
attendance at private nursery schools and klndergarten.s i• Okl•homa. 
City and Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
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The description of subjects by age, sex, and number of tests 
administered is presented in Table I. Of the 103 children who partici-
pated in the study, 76 were given the total battery of five tests, and 
the remaining children were given a partial battery of two or more 
tests. The testing program was conducted over a period of four moaths; 
some of the children received the c0111plete battery of tests during a 
two-week interval, and a few of the children were tested ovei:- a 
three-month interval. 'l'he specific age used for each child in. ·~he 
data analysis :was his age as of June 1, 1970. Specifically, this was 
the age used in assigning childrea to each of the age groups. 
Descriptive data and test scores for individual childrea are 
presented in Appendix A, Tables VIII and IX. 
Resea.rch Instruments 
Five instruments were available for use in the present research, 
and a detailed description. of each is presented in Appendixes B-F. 
Brief descriptioas, which are standard for tbe creativity research 
project at Oklahoma State University, are presented in this chapter. 
All data gathering was done between March and July, 1970. No 
special sequence of testing was followed; however, the originality 
test and the form boards were the first tests ackninistered to most 
of the children. 
Originality 
'lbe Starkweather Originality Test was selected for the measurement 
of the children's originality. The test materials consist of three-
dimeasienal abstract forms made of plastic foam. The children 
TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHILDREN BY S!X, AGE, AND 
NUMBER OF TESTS AIMINISTBRED 
(N • 103) 
Total Battery Partial B•ttery of 
of Five Tests Two or More Tests 
Older Qii ldren 
(SiO and over) 
Boys 12 08 
Girls 20 11 
Total 32 19 
Younger Children 
(4:11 and under) 
Boys 24 03 
Girls 20 05 
Total 44 08 
All Children 
(3¥3 to 6s6) 
Boys 36 11 
Girls 40 16 













respond te the foms, Gae at a time, telling what each might be. The 
scoring is a simple nmer-ical count of the number of different responses 
each child gives, aad the high scores iadieate the more origiaal 
children. 
A complete description of the origiaaiity test, its administration 
and scoring, is presented in Appendix B. 
Coaformity-Nc:mconformlty 
'l'he Starkveatb.er Fona Boards Test waa selected for the measu'J;'emeat 
of children's freedom to use conformiag and nonceafoming behavior. 
'!'his test ls designed to measure a child's tadeney to conform in an. 
impersoaal situatien. It consists of four form boards, picturing 
seeaes familiar to most childrea of presehool age, e.g., a tree, a 
house, a playground, and a barn.yard. In completiag each form board; 
the child chooses between paired picture pieces; aad the opportunity 
to conform is pr$vided by black and white lin.e drawings visible in. 
each hole of the form board. Tq.e child is lnstr'1cted to choose the 
picture pieces that he prefers, and h~ may or may net follow the 
model--the suggestioa provided by the liae drawlags. 
The scoring of the fol'l1 boards test ladicates'the relationship 
between a child's conforming and nonconforming responses. Low scores 
are earned by children wbo are free to use both conforming and noncon-
forming behavior; whereas, high positive scores are earaed by the more 
conferating children, and high negative scores are earned by the more 
nonconformiag children.. 
A comple~e description of the form boards test, its administration 
and scoring, ls presented ia 4pp-.dix C. 
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~tllingness to Try the Difficult 
'lbe Starkweather Target Game was selected for the measurement of 
children's willingness to try difficult tasks. 'lbis test ceasists of 
a target which is box-shaped aad responds somewhat like a jaek-1•-a-
box. When the b•ll's eye at the front of the target is hit, the lid 
opens aad a surprise picture appears. The picture caa be removed; and 
whem. it has been seen by the child, it is replaced by another picture. 
The design of the target game includes a pretest during which each. 
child's actual ability is determined. The rang.a of target distuces 
is then adjusted so that the child, as he plays the game, makes choices 
between target distances that are easy amd diEficult relative to his 
own ability. 
The scoring of the target game takes into consideration. the skill 
with which the child actually plays the ~e, thereby offeriag a more 
refined 4djustmeat for ability than ls possible in the pretest alom.e. 
The score (B+D-S) is figured from the nmber of balls the child 
uses (B), and the nwnber of times he chooses the di ffi.cul t (D) in 
relation to the number of successes (S) he experiences while playing 
the game. 
A complete description of the target .game, its administration 
and scoring, is presented in Appendix D. 
The-Starkweather M-F Test was selected for the measurement of 
chlldru.'s masculiaity and femininity. This test measures masculine 
and feminine preferences and is designed so that the eyaluation of 
what ts mascuU.ae aad what is feminine ls based oa the actul c:holce1 
ef tb.e children beiag tested~ The ass•pttoa aderlyiag tilts deslp 
is tut the beh.a'f'ior ef boys is bey·lDeaa.tor (ma1c111Une) and the 
behavior of girls is girl-beba'rior (femb.iae). 
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Tb.e materials for the Starkweather M•F Test include a pict11re 
booklet ef 20 te 24 pages aad iadivtdually Mated pictures, ideatlcal 
to those 11sed im. tile picture bookhtt. (Fer the present research a 
hooklet of 20 pages was used.) On each page there are three different 
guaned seal pictures which are arhltratlly chosen and arru.ged by the 
laves.tlgator so that a mascuUae, a f•iaiae, sad a aeutral picture 
appear ea each page. As the child is shown the booklet, page by page, 
lle chooses the picture on each page that he prefers 8-d he is given 
an idea.tieal picture to keep. 
Each ddld's M•F score ls based ea tb.e masculine .or feminine 
wbae of each picture he chooses. Tb.e value ef each picture ls 
detemiaed by the sp•ciflc choices •f all tu childJ'en in the at•dy. 
For example, a picture ehesea by a majority of the boys and hy fev •f 
tb.e girls is weighted heavily as mase111ine. This method of scoring 
provides a measure of masc.linity-femininity which is based on the 
aetual choices of tae children th•sehe·e· rather than bai.ng based. on 
the judgmeats •f adults. For the children who participated in the 
present study, the possible range of M•F scores was from -227 (high 
feminine) to +239 (high masculine); and the actual range of scores 
was frem ,...1-67 to +174. 
A complete description of the M-F Test, its admbd.strat!on ad 
scoring, is presented in Appendix E. 
Social Relaticm$ 
The Starkweather Social Relations Test •• selected for the 
measurement of each cbild 1s social wlue within his own pear group. 
Tb.is test conabiaes a picture interview technique with gift~g1Yim.g, 
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and is designed so that each cltild's social value ls measured in terms 
of the extent to wb.ich his gift.giving ls reciprocated by the childrea 
wham he chooses. 
In the administration of the social re-lat:ioas test, eaeh. child is 
given his choice of seyeral possible gifts with: the understanding that 
tb.e one he chooses ls his to keep. For example, he may choose one 
of several balloons or small plastic toys, such as animals er cars. 
Tb.ree gifts identical to the one chosen by the child for hl11$alf are 
then placed on the table before him. A photograph of the peer group 
is then shown to him, and he is asked to name er point to three 
frienda to whom he wants the gifts to_ be given. As the child makes 
his ~oices, he helps to place the gifts in pre~labelled envelopes 
designated as belonging to the children. he ha&· chosen.. This procedure 
of gift-giving is repeated until the child has chosen friends for four 
differaat gifts, making a total of 12 choices. 
The scering of the social "latiens test is designed to show the 
J:elatiaship between the eb.lld's choices of other children -and tb.eir 
ehGice of him. Possible scores range from OoOO to 4.00. A score ef 
O. 00, wllich is not unemaon, would be earned by a child who received 
ne ret\11'll on his iavestmat in other children, i.e.,. no child te whom 
he gave a gift w11ld nave chosem him in retun.. A score of 4. 00, which 
is highly improbable, we11ld be earned by a child who received maxi111:1m 
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return on his investment in other children, 1.e., he would have giwn 
bis gifts to 12 different children and each would b.ave chosen him fen1,r 
times in return. Thus far, in. the testing of se•eral h:wadred cb.Udren, 
the higbest score has been 1.89, which was earned by a clllld who 
ceuidered ewrybody his friend, and who, in returp., ws considered a 
very special frien.d by al•st enryene i• his peer group. 
A ccaplete description of the s.,cial relations test, its adab.1•· 
tratien and scoring, is presented la Appendix F. 
Analysis of Data 
Mann-Whitney U Tests and Spearman lank Order Correlatiu.s ware 
used in the analysts of data. All test scares were aulyzed fer age 
aad sex differences, and all possible correlations were cal-.lated for 
the five eharacterlstics 111easured-•origiul1ty, cem.fcrxmity-•acoafo:rmity, 




The present research was concerned with the relationships among 
the characteristics of creativity which can be measured in early 
childhood. This chapter includes (1) an analysis of age and sex 
differences for the five characteristics measured--originality, 
conformity-nonconformity, willingness to try the difficult, masculinity-
femininity, and social relations; (2) an analysis of the relationships 
a1DC1>ng these characteristics; and (3) a discussion of the creativity 
profiles of individual ehildtem.,, 
Age and Sex Differences 
'lbe Mann-Wh.itney U Test was used to analyze all test scores for 
age and sex differences. The distribution of scores and the results of 
data analyses are presented in Tables II~VI. 
Originality 
For the Originality Test scores (Table II), age differences were 
significant for the boys, but were not significant for the girls. The 
older boys earned higher scores than did the younger boys (Medians: 
27 and 16; p • ,003). Sex differences in originality were not signi-
ficant, but there was a tendency for the you:nger girls to score 
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higher than the yotllll8er boys (Medians: 21 and 16; p • .073). In 
both of these analyses, the younger boys earned the lower scores. 
Cafermit7-Nonco:nformtt1 
For the Conformity Test scores (Table III), age differences were 
s!gaificant for the boys, but were not significant for the girls. 'l'he 
older boys were freer to use conforming aad nonconforming beh~vier tllan 
were the younger boys (Medians: 12 and 24; p • .022). 'l'here were 
no sex differences in conformityqn0Dconformity. 
Willingness to Try the Difficult 
For the Target Game (Table IV), neither age differences nor sex 
differences in W.D. scores were significant. 'l'he responses of boys 
and girls were eemparable, aJJ.d the res.ponses of older and younger 
children were comparable; however, there were .marked individual 
differences as indicated by the range of· scores frOfll 03 to 41. 
For the Masculinity-Femininity (M .. p) Test scores (Table V), age 
differences were sig:adficant for boys aad for girls. The older girls 
were more feminine thaa the younger girls (Medians: -102 and -66; -
p • .011); but the older boys were!!!! masculine than the younger 
boys (Medians: +70 and +84; p • • 052). Sex differences were also 
significaat. A11ong the older children, the girls were !!!!. feminine 
than the boys were masculine (Medians: -102 and +70; p • • 020); but 
&111oag the younger children, the girls were less femiatne than the boys 
were masC1:1U11e (Mediu.s: ~6 and +84; p • .036). An interaction. 
between age aad sex is apparent in these differences. 
Social Relations 
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For the Social Relations Test scores (Table Vt), age differences 
were significant for the boys, but were not sigaificant for the girls. 
The older boys earned higher scores than did the younger boys (Medians: 










DISTRIBUTION or OltGINALI'lY TBST SCOllS 
AND MANN·WHI'l'NIY U TEST ANALYSIS 
N Median Range --
43 22 09 • 37 
46 21 03 - 38 
18 27 10 .. 37 
24 24 03 - 38 
25 16 09 - 36 
22 21 08 - 36 
42 25.S 03 - 38 
Younger Children 47 20 08 - 36 
Older Boye 18 21. 10 - 37 
Younger Boys 25 16 09 - 36 
Older Girls 24, 24 03"' 38 
Younger Girls 22 21 08 - 36 
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Yowager Boya · 
Younger G:lrls 







DISTRIBUTION or CONFORMITY TIST·SCORBS 
AND MANN-WHI'l'REY U ~EST ANALYSIS 
N .. Median Range 
43 20 00 - 78 
46 18 00 - 80 
18 12 00 .. 78 
24 14 00 .. 76 
. 25 24 00 - 68 
22 22 00 - 80 
42 14 00 - 78 
47 24 00 - 80 
18 12 00 ... 78 
25 24 00 .. 68 
24 14 00 - 76 
22 22 00. 80 
z p 
0.10 n.s. 
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TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF TAR.GIT GAME (W.D.) TEST SCOUS 
AND MANN ·WHITNEY U TEST ANALYSIS 
N Median a.se z 
Boys 40 .19 07 - 41 1.47 
Girls 48 22 03 - 37 
Older Boys 16 17.5 11 - 36 1.12 
Older Girls 24 22 03 • 37 
Younger Boys 24 19 07 - 41 0.83 
Younger Girls 24 20.s 08 - 35 
Older Children 40 22 03 - 37 0.36 
Younger Ollldren 48' 19 • .5 07 - 41 
Older Boys 16 17 .s 11 - 36 0.01 
Younger Beys 24 19 07 - 41 
Older <.;trls 24 22 03 - 37 0.34 











DISTRIBUTION OF M.\SCULINITY•l"BMINlNlTY (M•F) 'l'BST SCORES 
AND MANN-WHITNEY U TEST A.NALYSES 
N Median . Range 
Boys 46 +78.5 -67 to +174 o.os 
Girls 54 -78. 5 +48 to .. 167 
Older Boys 19 +70 -67 to +152 2.03 
Older Girls 29 -102 +48 to -162 
Younger Boys 27 +84 ·45 to +174 1.79 
Younger Glrb 25 -66 +21 to ·167 
Older Children 48 .. 53 .. 162 to +152 
Younger Children 52 +11 -167 to +174 
Older Boys 19 +70 -67 to +152 1.61 
Younger.Boys 27 +84 -45 to +174 
Older Gt J;"ls 29 .102 +48 to -162 2 •.. 26 
Younger Girls 25 -66 +21 to ·167 






····-·· .......... ~·:;.. -... ------.. ~ .... ____ 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF socui RELATIONS TIST SCX>US 
Ano MANN~WHI'l'MIY u TEST ANALYSES 
N Median Range Z·- -·- .. p 
Boys 42 0.565 O.QO .. 1.89 0.38 n.s! 
Girls 49 0.65 o.oo - 1.65 
( 
Older Boys 15 0.81 o. u - 1.89 0.53 n.s. 
Older Girla 27 0,65 0.00 - 1.65 
Younger Boys 27 0.44 o.oo - 1.55 0.39 n.s. 
Younger Girls 22 0.565 0.08 - 1.22 
Older Children 42 0.67 o.oo - 1.89 2.28 .011 
Younger Children 49 0.54 o.oo - 1.55 
Older Boys 15 0.81 Ool3 - 1.89 2.07 .019 
Younger Boys 27 0.44 o.oo - l.SS 
Older Girls 27 0.65 o.oo - 1.65 . 1.07 .141 
Younger Girls 22 0.565 0.08 .. 1.22 
.. ·-···----- ... ··· . ·~--.. ·-·------· 
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Relationships among Characteristics 
Spearman rank order correlations were used in the analysis of the 
relationships among the characteristics. All Possible correlatioas 
were calculated for the following five variables: originality, 
conformity-noncon.formity, willingness to try the difficl!llt, masculinity-
femininity, and social relations. Each variable was correlated with 
every other variable, and the ten resulting correlations were calcu-
lated for each of the following subject group~: all children, all 
boys, all girls, older children, younger ~hildren, older boys, older 
girls, younger boys, and younger girls. The total number of correla-
t10ns was 90; and of these, seven were significant and three approached 
significa:i.ice. Correlation coefficients are presented in Table VII. 
Originality and Conformity 
~or the older girls, a significant positive correlation existed 
between originality and freedom to use co~formiag and ncmconformiag 
behavior (rho -.+0.406; p<.OS). The more original girls were more 
free tho were the less origin.al girls. This relationship between 
these tw characteristics is alse reflected in significant correlations 
for older children and for all children. 
Originality and W.D. 
For the older girls, a significant positive correlation existed 
between originality and willingaess to try the difficult (rho • +0.493; 
p<.02). The more original girls were more willing to try the difficult 
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characteristics is also relfected in significant correlations for 
older children, for all girls, and for all children. 
Conformity and M~F 
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For the boys, younger and older cnbtned, astp.ificant negative 
cerrelatto~ e~isted between maseulini ty and confoxmi ty .. •e:aconformi ty 
(rho • -0. 308; p <'. 05). Boys who scores high 1111 masculinity were leas 
free in their use of conforming and nem.coafol'llting behavior; they 
responded by cOQforming. On the other balld, boys who scored !!! 
in masculinity responded freelx in their use •f beth conforming and 
nonconfo1111ing behavior. 
Social Relations amd W.D. 
For the girls, yomiger and older combizaed, there was a, tendency 
toward a post ti ve correlation 'between social relation~ and wi llingneas 
to try the difficult (rho• 0.25-6; p<.10). 'lbe girls who sccitred high 
b1 social relations tended to score high in the Target Game, i.e., in. 
willingness to try the difficult. 
Smmnary of Statistical ~alxses 
Age and Sex Differences 
1. There was a significant age differenc• in. origiuUty for 
for th.e bc!>ys. The older beys were more orlgiul than the younger 'Qoys. 
2. There was a significant sex difference la originality for the 
younger children. The girls were more original than the boys. 
3. There vas a s.lgnlflcant age differenc• in conformity-
noncnformlty for the boys. The older boys were freer to ••• 
cenfermiag and aoncenformlag behavior than were tlie younger boys. 
4. There were neither age differences nor sex differences ta 
the children's willi•gaess ta try the difficul~. 
S. A• interaction between age and sex was apparent la 
masculinity-femininity. The elder girls were more femlatae tha the -
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younger girls., b'lt tba elder beys were !!!.!. mascullae than tbe youa.ger 
boys. Among the older ch~ldren, the girls were !!!!'..!. feminine th-. 
the boys were masculine; but among tb:e yoager childrea, the girl$ 
were less f•intne than the boys were maeculiae. -
6. Tb.ere was a significant age difference in social relations for 
the boys. The older boys earned higher scores thu did -the yomager 
boys. 
Relatioaships amens Characteristics 
1. Originality and conformity-noaceafermtty were positively 
correlated for the elder girls. Tb.e more orlgiaal girls were freer 
in their use of conforming and ncm.confermlag beha.tor. 
2. Originality and wtlli•gness to try the difficult were 
pesitively correlated for the older girls. The more origiaal girls 
were aore willing te try the difficult. 
3. Conformity-nonconformity and maseulinity.feadaiaity were 
negatively correlated for the boys. Boys who scored high ia mascu-
Uai ty were less free in their use •f coafemlng and aon.confoxaaing 
behavior. 
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4. There was a positive correlation between social relations and 
willb~gness to try the difficult for the girls, although the c;orrelation 
was not statistically significant. The girls who scored high in social 
relations tended to score high in willingness to try the difficult. 
Creativity Profiles* 
Creativity profiles of individual children are presented as bar 
graphs in Appendix G, page 103. Each child's performance on the 
individual tests is shown by the bars in:his graph. The length of 
each bar indicates the relati.ve position of the child on that test 
as determined by the ranking of the scores of the 76 children to whom 
all five of the tests were administered. The center vertical line 
in each graph represents the median score. 
The upper four bar graphs on each page are R.rofi les of older 
children (5:0 and older) and the lower four are profiles of younger 
children (4:11 and yoUDger). The bar graphs on the left are profiles 
of children scoring low in the characteristic named in the figure 
title (e.g,, originality), and those on the right are of children 
scoring high in that characteristic. For example, in Figure 1 on 
page 104, Child M-1736 and Child M-1500 (Profiles 1 and 2) are the 
two older boys who earned the lowest scores on the originality test; 
and Child M-1518 and Child M-1764 (Profiles 5 and 6) are the two 
older be-ys who eamed the highest scores on the originality test. 
Similarly, for the profiles of the younger boys on the same page, 
*The interpretation of the creativity profiles is presented here 
by Elizabeth K. Starkweather, Ph.D., principlll investigator in 
the creativity project of which this resear·ch is a part. 
t'tfll!) are for those ea?'lliag the lowest scores and tw are for those 
earaing the highest scores. 
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One method of interpreting the children.'s profiles, which is 
objective bttt not em.tirely sai:isfactory, is to assume that the loager 
the bar on the graph, th• greater the contribution of that character• 
istic to creative potential.. With this as a giddeUne, examples of 
creative potential can be fetm.d in Profiles 5, 7, 29, 30, 46, and 53. 
These particular children. may ba:ye excelleat creative potatial. 
Howewr, consideration of the relatio•ships amoag characteristics 
suggests other profiles as being e~lly indicative of creative 
potential, and some of tpe unique relationships can be interpreted in 
terms of kne>wlt research findings. 
Origh1aUt:r 
A long bar for origi:aa.Uty on the profile graph indicates hign 
abi U ty in orlginali ty, which is legi eally related to creative 
potential. The children whose profiles are mentioned above all scored 
high in originality. 
Conformity~Neneonformity 
A loag bar for confemity-non.eonfermity (C-NC) in.dieates freedcn 
to use conforming and noacon.formb&g behavior, and this also is 
logically related to creative petential. In previous research this 
freedom has been found to be signific&11tly related to originality. 
In Profile 5, the picture is one of creative po~ential; but in 
Profile 6, in which the abort C-NC bar indicates eomp•lsive conformity, 
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the child's high erigiuUty score may well have been earned as the 
result of bis merely deing wh.at he believed was expected of btm; and 
in tbat case, his originality caaaot meet the criteria of adapt:lva.ess 
and realization iaoluded in MacKt.-on's definitien ef true ereativeaess. 
Willingness to Try the Difficult 
A long bar for the target game (W.D.) indicates wUU:ragness to try 
difficult tasks. This may or may net be related to creative potential 
aad must be considered in relation to tbe other eharaeteristics. If a 
child ls cempulsiye abeut choosing to do the difficult, he iaay be 
like the compulstye conformist or nonconformist who lacks th• freedfllll 
necessary for creative expression. ?his relationship is illustrated 
in Profiles 40 and 47 • in which th.e W.D. b$rs are the only long bars • 
. . 
'l'hese two ob.ildren apparently chose difficult tasks CClllllpulsively. On 
the other hand, Profiles 21 an.d 41 pi-eseat the opposite pieture. These 
children scored hlgb. la all characteristics except wi1Ungae$s to try 
the difficult. 'the short W.D. bars suggest that these children were 
free to choose the easy or the difficult, and this quality lends 
strength to their profiles which, with this iaterpretatloa, suggest 
escellent creative poteatlal. 
Ia the data analysis in the preseat research, a positive 
relattOBship was found between originality and willlag11.ess to try 
the difficult. It is probable that a positive relationship between 
these two c:haracteristics :ls a COlllllC>n finding; bat the exceptiea.s 
cited here sane to underscere the impe~tanee •f considering the 
relationships ameag all possible variables when studying creatiY!ty. 
Masc•linity-Femiainity 
A l~Hlg bar for masculiaity•femi•inity (M-.F) indleates high 
mascullnl ty for a bey or high f•ialnity for a girl. This may or 
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may not be related to creative potential. On tbe oneh.ud, research 
has indicated tlaat girls who score high in femininity ·are bebavterally 
iadepudeat, which ts a qaallty accepted as D;ecessary for creative 
expressioa. On tb.e other hand, it has been fOUD.d that creative aciults 
are ••le to give expression te aspect~ of i1U1er experience, such as 
femininity in the case ef males u.Cll masnlinity in the case of females •. 
It may he that the freedom :necessary for creative expressloa ls 
experieaced by children who have clearly identified their se:it•roles 
as maseulb.e or f•lalae; and yet tb.ls yery freed.om may be tb.e q•allty 
that makes it possible for creative adults to adhere less rigidly t• 
culturally dictated aex ... rele beha'rior. 
Tbe sex-role freedom found in cr••tive acb1lts is suggested la 
PrefUes 57 and 58. 'l'b.ese two girls scored high in all elulracterlatics 
except f aabalni ty. Tbey were free to \\I Se ceaferming and aoncoaformlng 
baha.vior aad free to choose the easy er the difflcalt. If the inter-
pretation •f th.air M-F scores ls valid, then. these girls nst be 
accepted as having creative potential. 
'l'b.e possibility of high M-F sceres beiag tlta result of a 
cemp111aive quall ty is suggested by Profiles 11 u.d SS. Beth ef these 
children. have long M-F bars in their profiles. For the girl, this 
is the only high score; but for tke 'boy, an equally l~g W.D. bar sug-
gests a comparable CG111P11lsiYe qulity in vilUagaess to dry diffie11lt 
tasks. A ~lity of cctmp11lsiveness inhibits creative expressioa. The 
profiles ef these childrea do aot shn era.ttve peteatial. 
Social Relat1ens 
Social relations, er a child's social val•• within his ewa peer 
group, is an. lmportaat aapect of the whole-creatiYity picture. The 
quUty of an iadividual •s social relations ls a major factor in the 
stifling or nurturan.ce of creative behavior. 
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High and low social relatiene scores c-. be found in the profiles 
of children who are potentially oteatiTe. Profiles 37 aad 77 show 
.childra whose social relation scares are high and wko preaeat a 
pict\lre of having creati'V'8 potential. On the ether haad, Profiles 24 
aad 76 shew children whose social relatiens scores are lew -.d who, 
noaetlrleless, present a picture of having creative potential. 
High and low social relatl•ns soetres caA also be found ta the 
profiles •f children who do not present a picture of creati•• potential. 
Tb.is is the case iii Profiles 72 aad 48 i• which· the social relatio..-
scores are high, and ta Profiles 40 811.d 63 in watch the secial relations 
sceres are low. 
IapU cations i 
f 
The creativity profilea ef iadiYidul- children provide a fowldatton 
for the stwiy of creative potent!~ ta early childh•od, an.d they may 
.. 
also serve as a basis fer selectiag children te participate la a lengi• 
tvd.inal study of creativity. 
A posltin relatienship between ctrlgiaaUty and freedcna t• use 
oo:afe:ming aad aOD.confomin.g b:ellavier (C-NC) is tn1ggested 1• many of 
the prefiles. When the cGmbinati•a ef high scores in these two areas 
is accepted as a majer indicatie:a of creatl•e petential, e'lidence of 
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creative potential can. then be foand in fifteea of the profiles, 
eleven ef t~ese bei•s for older childrea and fo•r being for yoW1.ger 
chi ldra.. This apparent age di ff erenee in creatd-ve pot•tlal bas 
several possible explaut:ioms• (1) The charactertatics indicative of 
creative peteatial may become evidu.t as childrea grow older; (2) if 
~he data' for older .and yomiger children we.re, aa-ly.zed aepal'!ately, 
I 
subtle differeaces ..-ng these youager chlldrea might be fo1111d; aad/or 
(3) the research b.stnaenta may net be sufflcten.tly aeasi ti ve fer -U• 
with the younger children. Further analysis of the present aata is 
-.rm.tad. 
Two of tne cbaraetaristios t:1easured in the present ruearctl were 
•es ln which compulsive baha'rior might be in.d:leated by a leag 1Dar on 
the profile graph. 'l'b.ese_were willingaeas to try tbe difficult aad 
mascullni ty-feminini ty. However, a e...,.lsl "e q~aU ty in these areas 
caa. •ly be inferred if the child also shows c•pulsive behavior la 
his coafeming er nonconfoxming behavier. (The scoring of the confor-
mi ty ... nem.confemi ty instrument is such that a low score definitely 
indicates COllpulsive behavior.) Cmapulsi•e behavior in any araa .can 
inhibit creativity. 
Ia both ~sculi:ai ty-f•inb.i ty aad social relations, high and low 
seor•lil were found when. creative petenttal-was preseat and wh.em it was 
absent. The um.predictability of the relattoaships a11eng tb.ese varia1'les 
auggests that in. the search for factors whi ell i:afhumce the development 
of creative potential and its ultimate expression in creatl'V'8 learning, 
research should be planned ia which these urtables are cen.trolled. 
A loagitudi!Ull study of creativity is needed--a study that would 
follow children fl'Glll the preschool years at least through the years of 
elementary school. The selection of children for suCb. a study could 
be gaided by the creativity profiles in order that a variety of kacnna 
profiles be represented in the loagitudiul study. 
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CHAPTBll V 
SlltMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
'l'he purpose of t~is study was te gala a better u:aderstaadlag of 
youag childrau's creative peteatial by examialag the relationships 
among.tlle characteristics •f creativity which C8Jl be aeasu~d in 
!'.. 
"' , .. 
early chi ldhoed .• The five charaeteristics aeas11recl •re orlgb.allty, 
·¥, 
'.,r, 
confonalty••acenformlty, willingness to try the difficult, m8.ae111liaity-
feminlnity, and social relations. 
The subjects who panicipatecl ia this sttudy were 103 prescheol 
cb.llclren, 47 beys and 56 girls. The ages ot the children raged fl"OIQ 
three years tllree meatb.s to six years sh: moaths. All of tb.e children 
were in. attendance at private nursery sch.e»ols ad kiadergarteas in 
Okl.itoma City and Stillwater, Oklah01'118. 
The battery of tests selected for use were deyeleped as a part of 
the crea ti 'Yi ty research. program at Oklahoma State University.. 'l.'hes,e 
included: (1) a test of erigiaality; (2) a form bcaards test designed 
to measure children's freedom to use eonformlag and aoaconferming 
beha'rier; (3) a target game deaig11.ed t• measure children's willingness 
to try difficult tasks, t.e., designed to measare .children's reacti•• 
to a calculated risk; (4) a test •f maaculiaity-femintnlty; aad 
(S) a test. ef social relatiens designed to measure each child's 
sectal value within his own peer group. 
§2 
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The data were analyzed fer age u.d sex.dlffera.ces. The major 
flndiags were -as follovs: (1) There was a stgalficant age diff,rellc• ia 
originality for the boys. The old•~ bays were mere original than the 
yo-.ger hoys. (2) Th.ere was a sigaifieant sex difference la origiulity 
for the yoW1ger children. 'l'he girls .-re more original than the boys. 
(3) There was a significant age difference in eonformity-noncenfOX'llity 
fer the beys. the elder boys were freer ta use ceaformlag and 
neacenfeming b•harior tha~ were the younger boys. .C4) There were 
111.eitb.er age differences nor sex differences ia the-children's wlllhag-
aess to try the difficult. (5) An interactioa between age and se~ 
was apparq,t in 'IMSCt1U1dty•femiain.ity. The elder girls were !!!!. 
f•iniae than the yoW1.ger girls, 1>1st the ~lder boys we~ less mascu-
Uae tka the yoager beys. Ameag the elder cbildrem., the girls were 
more f•iniae t1'aa tb.e hoys were masnline; bat among the yGU.ger -
cllildrea, the girls were less feminine than the beys were masealiae. 
(6) There was a sipificut age difference in.social relati•s for 
the boys. Th• elder boys earned higher scores than did the yGlll\ger 
boys. 
'Dae data were also analyzed for the relationshtps ameng the 
"lariables. The major findings were as follows: (1) Origiulit:y and 
conferatty-nencoafomity were pesitively correlated for the elder 
girls. Th.• mere erigiaal girls were freer in their use of eonfei:ming 
and non"n~e:nd:ag behavior. (2) Originality and willingness to try 
the difflcwlt were positinly correlated fer the older girls. The 
more ori1iaal girls were more williag to t7!')' the difficult. 
(3) COllformlty-aoncoafermJty and mascn:allnity-fealnlaity were aagati.ely 
cerrelated for t:be beys. Boys wh• scerecl high ia masculinity were 
less free in th.air use of coaformiag and aonconfermtng llJeba.tor. 
(4) There was a tendency toward a positive correlati• betwea social 
relatloas and wllUapess to try the difficult for tba girls. Tke 
.gi.rls who scored high in social relatieas teaded to score .l:Ugk in 
wt lllngn.esa to try the di ffi cult. 
:Implications f•r Future Research 
. ! 
Further analysts of the present data ts •nu.tad. (1) The data 
for the older aad the you.gar children should be analyzed separately. 
Few of the yomager children bad profiles which suggested creative 
poteattal; aad it is possible that a11\>tle differen.cu _..a.g these 
children would be fMmd if their dam-·-were aulyzed iadepmadat of 
that of th.e older cb.tldrea. (2) The creathi tly profi lea of all of 
·the children. sheuld be studied. The preftles presented here were 
limited to those of childrea who scored either hi1h or low ta at 
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least eae of the fiye characteristics measured. As a result, profiles 
were never made for tu of the children. aad they were aot tacb1ded la 
tke discussi•. (3) The data should be reaxamiaed la profile form 
nstq. raw aeeres la.stead of r•k order scores. 'l'b.e eeeres which are 
at the extremes la the creattvt ty profiles are of major importaace; 
and. it is pos.stble that these extr•e scores are lest when the preflles 
are coastructed from raak order scores. 
The present study was coucerned vlth the relatieash!ps ammag. flve 
chall'&Ctertst:tcs of oreativtty--fiye which could be m.eaaared reliably at 
this time. Currently, instrumen.ts are li»eiag dewloped for use in. the 
measur•aat of ether characteristics related t• creatinty_; aad when 
these are perfected, e.g., tests of independence and euriesity, 
SS 
researcb should be 1nlt1ated which will include these characteristics 
in a larger profile study. Oae pesaibiUty WOt:lld &e to select children 
from the present study when. new research is baitlated, aad in this •Yt 
a larger prefUe study cCNld be dovetailed wt th the start of a longi· 
tudinal study. 
For some tilne the need fer a leagitudiaal study of creativity 
has baa recognized. The participants in tne various Cl'eatiYity 
ceaferuces whieh. have beu held ct'ftr- tne past ten to fifteen y.earst 
have :recognized the need for creativity research with youg children. 
Ways •f st11dylag creatiYity b. early childhood hacl te he developed 
before aa adequate.longitudinal study could be initiated. 
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DESCRIPTIVE DATA·AHD TEST SCORES roa BOYS PABTICIPATIIG 
IN A PROFILE STUDY OF CHWCTERISTICS 
RELATED TO CREATIVlTY 
(N -47) 
Sa a11d Orl•laall ty Canfo1111 ty Soalal 
Coda No, ••• roni score ,_ loardl lf,D, M•P ..1atlORa 
M·1782 ]I] A 10 ]2 41 011 o.oo 
,M-1747 ]IS A 16 06 ll Ul 0.09 
M-1866 ]16 A 09 52 072 1.55 
M•l869 )19 A 14 24 u 162 0.44 
M-1749 )19 055 1.25 
M-1744 )110 12' O.SI 
M-1856 ]110 A 09 66 24 141 0.25 
M-186] 3111 A 10 14 14 073 0.79 
M-1721 410 A 11 10 21 139 0.27 
M-1834 411 I 15 16 10 -045 0.09 
M-1862 411 I 15 64 17 079 1.00 
H-1638 . 413 A 22 68 08 150 0.21 
M-1864 41] A. 20 S8 l3 064 0.7S 
M-1853 413 A 22 30 13 •009 0.20 
M-1724 414 II 31 S6 07 080 0.12 
M.1843 415 A 30 44 23 098 0,67 
M-1792 4•5 A 21 10 19 059 0.)l 
M-1850 415 A 15 32 34 174 0.40 
M-1859 416 A 11 34 21 084 1.00 
M-1766 418 A 22 -02 18 094 0.17 
M-1807 419 II 20 -02 21 OU 0.54. 
M-1844 419 A 36 22 19 084 0.37 
M-1835 4110 A 10 24 22 123 0.56 
M-1544 4110 A 28 20 33 057 o.s1 
M.1857 4111 A 16 00 22 004 o.2s 
M-1808 4111 I 32 -20 2l 107 1.00 
H-1860 4111 A 09 58 15 092 0,90 
M-1809 SIO II 22 -06 l3 OU 1.35 
H-1821 S•l II 29 42 22 152 
H-1548 Sil A 26 -08 27 072 1.89 
M-1822 513 I 24 06 14 009 
M-1803 513 A 32 00 24 125 0.45 
M-1764 513 A 37 78 28 085 0.58 
H-1823 513 II 11 58 14 
H-1824 514 II 32 -06 12 076 0.23 
H-1704 5•6 A 23 00 u 093 0,90 
M-1825 516 B 35 -02 36 049 1.11 
M-1826 516 II 2] 02 020 
0.52 
M-1828 5•7 II 35 26 11 004 
M-1827 5•7 II 15 -10 25 027 
o.u 
M-1763 517 A 28 20 21 108 
0.11 
M-1829 518 II 29 -14 010 
M-1500 5110 A 10 -18 11 067 
1.00 
M-1736 610 A 14 -28 14 083 
0.45 
H-1547 614 -005 
1.20 
H-1518 6•4 A 36 14 23 092 
1.u 





DISCIIPl'IVI DATA AND TEST SCORES 101 GIILS PARTICIPATING 
II A PROFILE STUDY OF CHAliCTEIISTICS · 
RELATED TO CRIATIVlTY 
(I -56) 
Su and Orl1lMlltJ Callfo..at1 Sect••. 
Codtl Mo, •1• Pora Soon roni loard8 · V.D. ..... hl•tl~ 
r-1861 313 21 -003 0.:11 
r-1867 314 ·A 29 24 30 -066 0.73 
r-1153 317 A 19 -02 16 -069 0.13 
r-1842 317 31 -029 
r-18611 3111 A ll 34 ,, -011 0.85 
l'-1754 3111 021 0.21 
r-11154 3111 A 17 08 11 -014 0.36 
r-11152 410 I 15 -02 11 -035 0.25 
r-11211 411 A 36 -06 13 -048 1.12 
r-1607 411 A 30 72 26 -U3 
1'-11165 412 I 20 36 19 -072 0.17 
r-11151 4•2 I 13 16 l3 -084 0.16 
r-1734 413 A 32 711 25 007 0.90 
r-1752 415 A 32 04 11 -OK 0.112 
1'-17113 415 A 20 -04 17 -167 
1'-1845 415 A 23 38 08 -103 0,0I 
r-11146 416 A 09 62 14 049 0.67 
r-1855 417 A 31 76 29 -000 1.11 
l'-1767 4111 A 13 04 22 -109 1.22 
r-1795 419 I 21 78 35 015 0.22 
r-1111 419 A 35 -02 30 -lC>S 0.33 
1'-11133 4110 A 21 -20 Z9 -056 0.55 
r-1793 4110 I 21 110 12 -uo o. 511 
r-un 4111 A 23 00 24 -079 0,91 
l'-1796 4111 I 08 36 zo -126 0.12 
r-1849 511 A ll -06 22 ·162 1.36 
r-1732 512 A 16 38 30 ·143 1.65 
r-1689 512 A 31 -56 27 -136 0.34 
r-1740 513 -104 0.58 
r-1731 514 A 03 76 23 ·121 0.77 
F-1768 514 A 09 36 16 ·068 ----
r-1765 514 A 31 04 21 ·114 0.9' 
r-1571 515 A 18 14 12 .046 0,26 
r-1729 515 A )5 -06 31 -OBS 0.67 
r-1733 515 A lS )4 19 ·102 0.27 
r-1812 517 I 16 46 18 -107 o.oo 
F-1815 519 II 19 40 16 .054 0.61 
r-u12 519 A 29 08 10 ·108 0.67 
r-1755 519 03 0.54 
r-1888 5110 A 23 -04 22 ·131 0,61 
r-1816 5110 II 25 20 19 -063 0.65 
r-1769 5110 A 14 42 14 -147 
r-1801 5110 A .21 26 23 04ll 0,72 
1'-18111 Sill II 11 06 -015 
F-11117 Stll II 38 -08 ·0711 
r-1839 610 A 38 08 29 .on 0.65 
1'·1480 610 A 31 00 34 -081 0.10 
F-1481 611 A 36 24 24 -lJO 1.45 
r-1730 611 A 28 -08 22 -122 0,55 
r-1838 611 37 .,23 
r-1840 612 A 32 06 30 ·115 0.91 
r-u2s 612 A 33 14 22 ·022 0.50 
F-1737 615 -127 1.07 
r-112s 616 .077 0.19 
r-1111 616 ·062 1.58 
r-1738 618 ·076 0.96 
APPENDIX B 
I.? 
STARKWEATHER ORIGINALI'l'f TEST 
FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN* 
developed by 
Elizabeth K. Starkweather 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
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The Starkweatther OrigiuUty Test is designed to measure the 
~eat:ive potential of prescheol childrn. In the test, a• att:•pt is 
made to differentiate aaen.g the Y&rious faetors of creative ability, 
such as flexi'btlity, :fluency, origiaality, aad elalM>ratioa. It is 
possible tkat all of these factors con.tribute.tea high score oa the 
Originality Test, and it is also possible that strength in one factor 
alene 118}' be sufficient to produce a high score. 
R•ce•eaded Age Range 
Appnxiutely 3 years 6 months to 6 years 6 menths. 
Children yomger than 3 years 6 months can be givu. tbe Original-
ity Test if tkelr ability to cowauaicate verbally is satiafact,rily 
demout:ratecl duri:q.g the pretest or wa1111-11p session. 
Older children obtain higher test sceres than. do yomger cb.ildrea. 
When the test is admlaistered to older children, e.g., sevea-year-elds, 
tne median score ls apt to be aear the cetUn.g of the test, with the 
result that the less origin.al chlldrea are identified but the more 
origi•al children are not. 
'lbe Pretest 
'lbe pretest consists of eight plastic foam pieces, two each of 
four shapes. One of eaeh shape is white and the other ta pastel. 
The pretest pieces are placed ea a table before the child, and he 
is encouraged to manipulate them and talk about them. He may be asked 
a question such as, "Do you see a piece that loo~s like sonaetbiag?" 
*The Starkweather Origiaallty Test was developed as part of a 
creativity research program supported by the Re.earch F'uadatioa at 
OklahOll& State University. 
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•r-"Ceuld one of them ~e semethi11g?" When the child respoads, the 
expertuater agrees with his cC11111e:nt, whatenr it ls, and moves that 
piece to one side. He then encourages the child to talk ahout aaother 
piece. 
If the child deea aot respond, the experimenter picks •P the 
rectaagalar piece aad asks, "What could this he?" If-the ehlld still 
does not respond, the experimenter-makes• aqgestioa in the fo:rm of 
a question, e.g., "De you thiak it cnld 'be a wiadow'l" 'l'b.e experi-
meater then moves this piece to one side and encourages the child to 
talk about anotner piece. 
Dtarb.g the pretest, the child is eaceura-ged to tbtak of different 
respeases for the various pieces. If he gifts the same response for 
more than oae piece, his response is accepted, but Ile is asked to think 
of semethiag else that tile piece •ight be. Fer example, if the child 
says. that two differat pieces could be a door, the experimenter 
accepts his respeue aad at the same ti•• ucouragea aim to think of 
sometlliag different. "Yes, it certainly ce.ulcl be .a door, but we 
already have one doer. Can you think of saaething else that it could 
be?" To complete the pretest satisfactorily, the ehild must give at 
least five diffe~ent respenses. 
Tbe Originality Test 
The test proper coaaists of 40 plastic foam pieces, four each of 
ten different shapes. The ideatically shaped pieces are 11ade la four 
celors -- red, blae, green, and yellew. 
Administration. Whea the cb1 ld baa satisfactorily completed the 
pretest, a bcnc cn.taiaiag half the teat pieces is placed en the uble 
~afore him. The box coatahl.s 20 pieces, two of each sllape in aasorted 
colors. The child is en.ccnaraged to take the pieces oae at a time and 
tell wlult each might be. The experimenter •7' a&J'-• .aa. he pla.ces the 
box oa the table, "Now we have all these. Yea take oae -- aay one --
and tall me what it could be." The child's respoase is accepted, and 
appreval is given by saying s•ethiag s111cb. as.- "All right" or "It 
.certainly could be." As the child finish.es with each piece, he is 
directed to put it int• a secend box (th• inverted lid) wb.ich has 
been. placed near h!m for that purpese. 
Whether or not the child gi'Ytts differeat respoases fer the Y&rious 
shapes, h.is responses are accepted aad approyed. 'lhe ch.Ud is NOT 
eaceuraged to give different responses te pieces which are ef the same 
.shape as was deae la the pretest. 
Occasienally a child will take two er more pieces aad construct 
smntning with tham as he talks. Whea this happens, he is eaceuraged 
to respond to each piece separately. For example, "All right, but 
what could this piece be all by itself?" 
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When the child bas completed the first bo:x of test pieces, the box 
contalnlag the remaiaiag 20 pieces is presented to him in a similar 
mauer. 
Scoriag. The test provides four oppor.tuitles for tbe cbild to 
respead to each shape, making a total of 40 responses. Each child's 
scere is the number of different responses he gives, with the maximum 
possible score being 40. llespenses are scored la the order la which 
they appear on the scere sheet wi tb. the cb:ild' s respenses te th.a first 
20 pieces (the first bent) 'being scored before his respe•ses to the last 
20 pteoes are scored. Credit is g.lftn for each respease wldeh is 
different from all pre'f'ious responses. Credit is given fer objects 
which might be in the same category, swch. as a gelf ball aad a baseball. 
Credit is aot gina for an object vldch is .-ed a seco11.d ti• and 
altered hy a minor adjectift, such as a 1'811 and a big ball. No credit 
is given for a play on words, s•ch as kigless, pigless, sad sigless. 
(See Scoring directions.) 
Evaluation. of the Origiaality Test 
Iater-judge reliability i-n scoring vas determined by a comparison 
of two sets of scores. (1) 'l'he responses of iadividal children were 
score!jl joiat;ly by tw judges whe participated la t:he develepmat of the 
test;·aad Ci) the same responses were scored by aether person, traiaed 
la child develepmat, but wllo had no experience wt th the test. and who 
bad no instructions other than the wr!tta directions for searing. The 
coef ficieat of correlation (Pearson product-memeat) li>etwea tb.e two sets 
of judges' scores was +Oo989, signifleu.t beyond tb.e .01 leftl. In rin 
of tb.ese findings, tb.e directioas for seorin.g were accepted as adequate. 
Tb.eir use should assure reliable sceriag. · 
The internal coD.sistu.ey of tb.e instraeat was ctl11118astrated by 
means af a split-half eerrelati~n (Spea1'118Dalrown fo?'llula). A coeffia 
cleat oi +Oo932 (p<oOl) indicated that the test•• reliable. 
The wlidi ty of tile b.strument was d•o•strated by comparing 
teachers' judgmnts with children's seeres. Each ckild who scered high 
ta orlgiultty was paired with each child who scored low, aad th• 
teachers were then asked to indicate the child wb.e was the more- original 
la eaeh pair. Teachers' judgmeats were ID. the direction. of the erigi!" 
naUty sceres in. 106 pairs out of a total of 153. A Chi-square analysis 
inqicated this exteat of agreement te be statl$tically significant. ex • 22. 1s2; P <.001>. 
The validity of tke iastrument was also d8119Jlstrated by -COJRJ"lrlng 
the originality seeres •f 13 childrea with their freedom ef expression. 
The freedem scores were determined by the •ri•ty of each cldld'• play 
respo:ases when giTen an opportunity to play aleae with a series •f 
simple teys. A raak order cerrelaticm. indicated a statistically signi• 
ficaat agreement betweea these two sets ef scares (rh• • +0.687; 
p<..05). The Originality Test was accepted as valid. 
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Test reaults buftcate .age dtfferaces in ortglaallty, but: aot sex 
dlfferucea. Ia a gro•p ef 80 chlldra raaglag ta age.from 3 years 
6 moaths to S years 11 mea~ks, the older children earned the higher 
sceres ia originality. OC" • 17. 39; p<. 01). 
Two fons of th.a OrigiuU. ty Test (Fon...A. ud l"orat·B) ha•• bea 
deyeloped fer use ia test-retest research.. The C4t11P&rahtlity of tb.e 
two forms Jaas beea daoaat-i-ated by a procluct...,...t correlatioa, 
yleldiq a coefficlat of +0.904 (p<.01). !"or this cnparl•••• 18 
aUdru. raagilag 1• age fr• 3 years 4 iuaths to S years 11 1IOlltb.a 
were tested with both fol'llS of the test. 
The Ori gluli ty Test requires verbal respeases; nevertheleas, the 
orl__gi .. llty ·~res are iadepeadeat of verbal aetlity. 'l'his was demom-
etrated 1Dy a cerrelatiea of Peandy Picture Veean~lary sceres (verbal 
ability) aad Origiullt:y Teat scores. Tlle pred11et-mneat correlatl.oa 
··COefficleats fer these tw sets of scores were +O. 192 fer Fem-A ad 
+0.162 for Fol'll1•B, aeither of which was statistically slgniflcaat. 
Uapabliabed manuscript 
lle'risad: April 1971 
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE ORIGINALITY 'TEST 
A. Score the responses in the order in which they appear o~ the Sc.ore sheet, 
first scoring columnsA. and B together and then scoring columns C and D. 
· together, 
(lA - lB - 2A - 2B - 3A - 3B - etc.) 
B. Mark each response either + for credit or - for·no credit. 
Mark a response +, if it is different from all previous responses. 
When in doubt, ·give the child credit. 
c. Categories of objects 
1. A child.may name objects which are similar in category. 
The child receives credit for each different type of object in the 
category. 
Ex;. golf ball (+), baseball (+), moth ball (+) 
2. A child may name a category and name specific'objec;ts in the category. 
Ex: ball (+), rubber ball (+), baseball (+) 
D. Examples of no credit 
1. A child does not receive credit when he combines two previous re$ponses 
for which he has received credit. 
Ex: Tree (+), cookie (+), tree cookie (-) 
2. A child does· not receive credit when he names an object a second time 
altering it with a minor adjective. 
Ex: ball (+), big ball (-), half ball (-) 
Ex: duck (+), part of a duck (-) 
Ex: egg (+), round egg (-) 
Ex: red ball (+), blue ball (-) 
3. The child receives no credit for a play on words. 
Ex: kigless (-), pigless (-), sigless (-) 
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E. Some children look about the room for ideas. This is noted on the score 
sheet. For such responses, the child receives credit if there is a _possible 
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STARKWEATHER FORM BOARDS CONFORMITY TEST 
FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN* 
developed by 
Elizabeth K. Starkweather 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahama 
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The Starkweather Form Boards Test is a research instrument 
designed to measure coaforming and no111.conformiag behavior in an imper .. 
sonal situation. The form boards pro\f'ide epportunities fci>r the youg 
child to make choices in situatiGns in which he can follow a modal or 
respond freely according to his own preferences; and the variety of 
picture pieces insures that: each child is offered some pictures that 
he prefers more than others. The design of the form boards test is 
such that the compulsive quaU.ty sad the conforming quality of a 
child's behavior are measured independently; and therefore, the test 
is able to discriminate between children who are compulsive conformists 
or nonconformists and children who are free to use either conforming or 
nonconforming behavior. 
The Instrument 
The Starkweather Form Boards Test consists of four fc1n:m boards, 
approximately 12" x 14" in size, picturing scenes familiar to youag 
children. These include a tre~ a house, a playground, and a barnyard 
(Figures 1-4). Each form board has five holes, and f0r each hole 
there are four different pieces which caa be •sed to complete the 
picture. The form boards are made of masonite. 1'he boards and pie~ 
ture pieces are colored; and the oppertunity to conform is provided by 
black and white liae drawings placed behind each form board. 
The black and white line drawimgs are painted on pieces of 
masoni te, referred to as slides, and the drawings are positioned so 
that the appropriate picture shows in each hole of the form board when 
the slide is in place. For each form board, there are four slides; 
and these are paired to correspond with the pictures shown to the 
child during the test. In. Figures 1D4, the paired pictures to the left 
of each form board are those for slides A and B, and the pictures to 
the right are those for slides C and D. For example, slides A and B 
*l'his research was supported by the U.S. Office of Education, 
COC!)perative Research Project #1967, and administered by the Research 
Fou.ndation, Oklahoma State University. 
for the Tree Form Board have line drawings for the following paired 
pictures: Boy-Kite, Cloud-Airplane, Branch-Bees, Squirrel-Butterfly, 
and Rabbit-Grass. The pairing of pictures is also indicated on the 
sample score sheet on page 79. 
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The pairing of the picture pieces for the form boards is essential 
for the identification of conforming and nonconforming behavior. In 
the Tree Form Board (Figure 1), a line drawing of a rabbit is shown at 
the base of the tree. To complete this part of the picture, the child 
chooses between a rabbit and grass. If he chooses the rabbit, he is 
following the model; but whether he is conforming or showing a prefer-
ence for the rabbit is a question which cannot be answered until the 
child has a second session with the form boards approximately one week 
later. At that time the child again cheoses between the rabbit and 
the grass, but the line drawing is of the grass. 'l'he underlying 
assumption is that the child who really prefers the rabbit will choose 
the rabbit during both sessions if he is free to use conforming and 
nonconfonning behavior; but the child who is a conformist will choose 
the rabbit only when the line drawing of the rabbit is shown, and the 
nonconformist will choose the rabbit only when the line drawing of the 
grass is shown. 
'l'be two sessions with the form boards provide the child with 
80 choices between paired picture pieces. 'l'be conforming child will, 
for the most part, choose the pictures which correspond to the line 
drawings. The child who is free will choose the pictures he prefers, 
with the result that his choices will correspond to the line drawings 
approximately 50 percent of the time. The nonconformist, on the other 
hand, will choose the pictures that do not match the line drawings. 
Administration 
The Starkweather Form Boards Test ts administered to each child 
individually and requires two sessions with an interval of approxi-
mately one week betweem the two. During the first session, the child 
sees the line drawings pictured on slides A and C; and during the 
second session, he sees the line drawing pictured on slides B and D. 
The first $&ssion begins with the Tree Form Board in wb.ich the 
slide-A line drawings have been placed. In giving directions to the 
child, the experimenter names the picture, cmmaeats about the holes 
in the form board, and tells the child that he can put pieces iato 
the holes to finish the picture the way that he wants it. The child 
is then shown. one pair of pictures, is told that they both fit into 
the same hole, aad is directed to put in the one that he wants. For 
example, Hffere is a tree. But look at the holes in the picture. I' 
am going to let you fix the tree just the way you want it. See this 
hole? (E. points to the hole at the base of the tree, and then 
places the rabbit and the grass picture pieces directly in front of 
the child.) Both of these pieces will fit in here. You put in the 
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o:m.e you want." This procedure is repeated for each hole in the form 
board. As each pair of pictures is plaeed before the child\) they 
MUST be placed in the left .. right positions as indicated on the score 
sheet. This is tr\'le for both sessions with the form beard~o An 
acceptable variation in the administration of the form boards test is 
to have the child iadicate the hole that be wants to fill rather thaa 
ha't'ing the experimeater make the choice. The order in which the form 
boards are presented aad the order in which the holes are filled may 
vary; but the picture pieces MUST be placed before the child in the 
left-right positions indicated on the score sheet. 
The four fl(j):rm boards wt th the slide-A drawings in place are 
presented to the child as described above. Then the boards with 
slidegc line drawings in place are presented in a slnli lar manner. The 
children. themselves enjoy helping with the changing of the slides. 
Scorlag 
The scoring of the form boards test ceasists of a aumerical ·count 
of the conforming and nonconforming respon~s made by the child. A 
D~score\) or difference score\) is figured by s~btracting the awaber of 
nonconforming responses from the number of con£0111iag responses. 'lb.e 
possible range of D""scores is from -80 (complete nonconformity) to 
+80 (complete ccnfcrmity)o 
Evaluation of the Form Boards Test 
The "18lidity of the form boards test was demonstrated by 
comparing the responses of children in an experimental group\) to whom 
the form beards were administered as described above\) with the 
respoases of children in a control group, to whom the form boards were 
administered without the line drawings, i.e., without the opportunity 
to ceform. 
If the form beards provide- a valid measure of the influence of 
the opportunity to conform\) then the cldldren in the experimeatal gNup 
sheuld have larger o~scores than the children in the control group. 
Frequency of "c•afor:ming" and '~0nconformhig" responses demo:Rstrated 
by the control gN\laP would be the result of chance; and therefore\) the 
o .. sceres of this gr~p s•ould approximate zero. A Chi 0 square analysis 
of the frequency of high and low D0 scores for the two groups indicated 
that the children in the experimental group were influenced by the 
opportunity to confonn. (Chi 0 square • 32.203; p(oOOl)o 
If the ferm boards provide a valid measure ef the opportunity to 
conform\) the children in the experimental group should also show 
fewer picture preferences than the children in the control group\) 
ioe., tb.ey should be less apt to choose the same picture piece both 
times that it is presented. A Mann-Whitney U test analysis indicated 
that tb.e children in the experimental group shewed significantly 
fewer picture preferences than did the children in the contrel 
group. (U • 11.5; p( .002). 
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The reliability cf the form beards test was demonstrated DY a 
split0 half aaalysis of the responses of the children in the experimen-
tal group. The eerrelation coefficient corrected by the Spearman ... 
Brown formula, was +0.860 (p (.01). 
Unpu9lished manuscr1pt 
Re"riseds June 1971 
Credit8 The form beard pictures are the work of Barbara A. Moffatt, 
artist and child deyelopment specialist. Miss Moffatt is 
with the Bureau of Child Development aad Parent Education, 
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STARKWEA ntER TARGET GAME 
FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN* 
deYeloped by 
Elizabeth K. Starkwaather 
Oklahou State University 
Stillwater, Oklahmaa 
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The Starkweather Target Ga•• is designed to measure presch~ol 
childru. vs willingness te try difficult tasks, and to measure tb.is 
characteristic independent of ability. The game consists of a box-
shaped target which responds s .. ewhat like a jaek-ia-a-box. Whan a 
bull's eye at the front of the target is hit, the lid opens and a 
"s•rprise" picture appears. The picture can be removed;' and when it 
bas been seen by the child, it is replaced by another picture. Early 
expler•tory wrk indicated that for preschool cbildren, the target had 
to be one with. a built-in surprise. O.ly wb.e:m. confronted with this 
type •f target were the children motivated to play the game in a way 
whicb.'revealed tileir willingness to try difficult tasks. 
The target game is apprQpriate for children. .ran.ging in age from 
approximately three to six years. It is not suitable for use with 
elder cb.ildra. Ch.Udrtm. iathe first and se:ceacd .grades have a 
wtders.taadiag of cC1111peti tion., and success in: hitting the t.arget is 
their goal. They do not need the moti'VStion of the surprise pictures. 
Beyond this, the skill with which- these older childrea play the game 
makes aa adjustment for ability virtually impossible. Senral second 
grade children, who were avid bowlers, were able to roll a curved ball 
and hit the target at 40 feet? 
The Instrument 
The Starkweather Target Game (Figures 1 and 2) consists of the 
follcnd:a.g materials a the target; 21 surprise pictures; a 3-!nch 
rubber ball; a cloth strip on which black lines at 2-foot intervals 
show the distaaees at which the target may be placed; and tw small 
markers, one blue with the letter "E" painted en it and the other red 
with the letter "H" painted on it, which are used to indicate the tar-
get distances between whiclt the child chooses as he plays the game. 
*This research was supported by the u.s. Office of Education, 
CooperatiYe Research Project #5~0333, and administered by the Research 
F011D.dation, Oklahoma State University. 
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Five levels of difficulty (target distances) are offered to each 
child. These are indicated by the cloth strip which is placed along 
the target range so that the nearest target distance is Qne, ~' or 
three feet from the child depending upon his ability. The place where 
the child sits on the floor while playing the game is indicated by a 
large square marked with masking tape. (Young children who couid not 
understand that they were to remain behind a line when rolling the ball 
to the target, were able to understand that they must remain in the 
square while playing the game.) 
Figure 1. The target 9 open and closed. 
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Figure 2. Materials used in the target game. 
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Pretest 
nie ability ef eaeb child is dete:n1iaed in a pretest, aad the 
difficulty ef the gae is tha adjusted ·s• that the mid-poiat ta the 
target rage is a disuace at which the cll1ld has appnxiuttely a SO 
percat cbaaee of aaccesa. 1Jl the pretest; t:he mild rolls tb.e ball 
twice to eaeh •f five target dist:aace11 l•foot, 3-feet, 5-feet, 
7-feet, and 9·feet, The atmlber of successes obtalaed ia the pretest 
determines the cldld1s ability group and diet.ates the target cllstaaces 
which will be ased fer him ia the actual gaeo 
Abi 1i ty Gro•p 
I a High 
II : Medi11111 




6 or more 
4 or S 
2 er 3 
Target ,,Di atances-
tn feet 
3 - s - 7 - 9 - 11 
2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 
1 - 3 - s - 7 - 9 
During the game, the child shows his wtllb.pess to try difficult 
tasks as he cb.ooses between. rel•tivaly easy and ralati"Yely difficult 
distances for the target. As the game aegias, the child is seated in 
the seiuare urked •n tbe flo•r, aad the cloth strip aloag tl\e target 
range is meved, if aecesaa1" so that the nearest target distaaee is the 
recemen.ded distance for the child's ability group. The experimatar 
then. plaees the tw markers at target dletaa:ces A and B, which are the 
two aearest the child. Thea, holdiag the target off tha floor, she 
asks the child to choose where the target sho11ld be placed. "This is 
tbe easy place Ctad.lcati:a.g the 1 .. markar) and thls is the hard place 
(ia.dicatlng the H-marker). Where sh.all I put the box (target)-... at the 
easy place or at the hard place?" (The easy aad the hard are always 
presented in this order.) The target is then pla-eecl at the distance 
sel,cted by the child aad he ts given tWCD chances to hit it. The 
experimeater always accepts the child's choice of the easy or the hard 
sad th.en cOllllllen.is in a simple a:nd direct nt81Ul•r about his ••eceas er 
failure. "Geed~ you hit it," or "On, you missed. Try again." If the 
child misses oa both att .. pts to hit the target, the experimenter 
bidicates in her comm•t that the .cltild will again choose between 
target distances. "Now yeu can choose again.. Tills is the easy place 
and this is the b.ard place. Where shall t put the bex ... at the easy 
place or at the llard plaee?" 
During the game, the child makes a t9t.al of 20 choices betwea th.a 
easy and the hard. Each target dis~ace is paired with every ether 
target distance la the manner of a paired-comparisons test. The order 
of preseatation ls p18D.lled so that ae one 1e't'81 ef difficulty appears 
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:la two successive pairs, ad also ts plaaned so that the eb.Ud becomes 
·familiar with the .game 'by starting with the easier target distances. 
The order of preseat:atia ls sllewa en the .score sheet. "A" repruats 
tlie easiest level of difficulty or the aearest target distaaee, aad •1n 
represents the hardest level of difflC11lty or the farthest target 
distaace. · 
Each child 0s performuoe ls recorded in t•ma·ef tb.e taqet 
dlstaaces he chMaes (A or B, C er o, etc), tlle n•ber of balls he 
uses (1 er 2), mul nether er not he a11coeeda la hi tUag the .target 
(0 or 1). The performance of Cl:lUd r .. 595 ls ill•strated on tb.e acere 
sheet. She first chose the nearest target distance (A)~ and aha 
succeeded in. hitting the target • her first try. Sb.a then chese the 
farther dlstaace (B). Sb.e succeeded la hitting th• target, but she 
used two balls ta the precess. 
Scort9 
The scerilllg of the target gaae takes into ceasideratioa the skill 
with which the child aetully plays the gallle, ad th••• pro'rides an 
additioaal adjustmat for ability. The score (B+D-S) ls ealealated 
from the num9er of halls the· child uses (B) aad the aumber of times he 
cheeses the difficult (D) ia relatioa to the a1111ber of suecesses (S) 
he experiences while playi.ag the game. 
Target game data and deri..-ed sceres for a.e'ftral children. are 
preseated in Table I. 'J.'he logic of the acoriag method caa be sea when 
tb.ese data are cempared. For example, Ch.Ud M .. 670 ad Ch.ild F-598 
chose tke difficult target the same number •f times (8) .aad succeeded 
la hitting the target the same number of times (lS); but a difference 
in the ability of the tw children is indicated by tb.e amaber of balls 
used by each in o9tain.1ag these saccesaes. Chi 14 M-670, wose •eere 
fer the target gae was 24. used mere balls ud demeastrated greater 
willingness to try the dlfficalt than did Child F0 598, whose score 
fer the gaae was 20. 
The final adjustm•t for ability. which is pnYlded b.y tb.e 
scoring. of the taJ:get game, gives added strength to the game as.an 
instnmeat whieb. cam be ued to measure young children's willingness te 
try difficult tasks. 
lvaluatioa of the Target Game 
The target .gae is adj•sted fer the abi H ty •f each . chil.d n tlte 
basis •f apretest. This adj••tm•t hasbeea re•eY&luated i:a terms ef 
_Ube skill demnstrated during the game oy a gre•p of 52 cbildru. Aa 
ability score, the distaace 111. feet at which each child actually had a 
SO percent chance of success, was calculated& and a cemparisea ef these 
scores, 111sing the ICruskal-Wallis oae-way analysis ef variance, iadieatu 
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TABLE I 
TARGET GAME DATA AND D!llI~D SCOW 
N•ber of Soere 
Child Balls Diffleult S11c.eesses B+I>-S 
M ..670 31 08 15 24 
F-598 27 08 15 20 
M-708 27 13 16 24 
F-679 27 04 16 15 
F-595 30 06- 13 23 
F-064 30 06 17 19 
that tbe abilities •f the children la the three greups were slgalfl-
cantly dlffereat. Meditaa a'blUty scens were So 96 • fer Group I, 
4.40 11 for Group IIt an'.'l 3. 76' for Gr®up IIIo (H • 11.675; P< oOl)o 
When. the chlldra's abilities were expressed in terms of the target 
raage, ratb.er th.a la feet, the scores for tb.ethree gr•ps were 
approxlmate_ly th.e aame, tndicatlag that a reliable adjuatmeat fer 
ability had been madeo The medi-an adjusted ability score for eacb. of 
the three gnups placed the point of 50 percent success between the 
second and third target dlstanceso The medl-u.adj11sted ability sceres 
were 2.48 fer Group I, 2o20 for Grcnap II, aad 2.38 for Group III. 
(H • 0.983; n.s.). 
The target game was deYeloped as aa las trumen t wht ch could be 
ued to measure prescheel cb.ildren°s willinga.ass to try difficult 
t&$kS, and t• aeasue this ch.araeterlstic tn.depa.dent •f ability. 
Statistical eridemce that tb.e target game met this criterte:a .ms 
obtained 9y cerrelatiag .the children°s target game acores (B+D ... s) 
with their ability scores (the dlstaace ln feet at whtcb. they had 
a 50 percent chance •f s•ccess). A Spearman rank order correlation 
coefficient of +0.115 (a.s.) indicated that th.e target game success-
fully measured the children's willingness to try difficult tasks 
independent of their a~ility. 
The internal consistency of the target.game was d81ctastrated by 
means of a split .. balf correlatiea (SpearmanQBrewa formula). A coef-




Further analysis indicated sex and age differences ia the 
expected direction. Boys were more skillful thaa girls, (Mmm.-Wbitaey 
U • 245; p <.OS); and older ch.ildren were more skillful thaa younger 
children, (Kr.skal-Wallis analysis of 't'&riSJt.ce, H • 9.315; P-<•01). 
Unpublished manuscript 
Revised& June 1971 
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STARKWEATHER TARGET GAME 
FOR PRE.SCHOOL CHllDREN 
Name·· ~~;Id . F-!25' Sex f. Number 5''1!' 
Date ':J. ·a., 5:_ Birthdate 2·23·'l Age 'f: I SCORE: B+D-S 
Testing Place .sr; II w CLte.t 23 
' 
II Balls Success II Balls Success 
1. {Y- B J J 6.(iJ-c I I 
A-@ 2- I e>- c I 
2. ©- D 2- 0 7. B -~ 2, ' 
©-n I I @-E 
.) 
2-- 0 
J. A-!) 2 0 8. @- D I I 
€)- E I I ~-D I I 
4. B -@ ~ I 9. @- E I I 
6)- c ' I c -© a. 0 
5. D -® :2. () 10. @- D ~ 0 
@-E ~ 0 (!)- D I I 
Balls: 30 
Pretest: 4 Dif.ficult: lo 
Group: :IC:: Successes: l3. 
APPENDIX E 
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STARKWEATHER MlSCULINtTY•FIMININtTY TIST 
FOR PRESCHOOL CHtLl>UN* 
develeped hy 
Ellza·heth IC. Starkweather 
Oklahoma State Uaiyersity 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
The Starkweather MascultDity-Femlainity Test (M-F Test) measures 
the masculine and fmaintae prefer•ces of preschool cb.Udra. 1.'be test 
is designed SO that the nalution Of what ta •acultne nd Wat ta 
f .. latne ts based on the actual choices of the children betag tested. 
Tb.e aaa.•ptien aderlytag this design is that the beha•i•r ef boys is 
boy-behavior (mascaltne) and the behavior of girls is girl-beha'Yior 
(feaiaine). 
The materials for the M·F Test include a picture beoklet of 20 to 
24 pag.es aad indi_~dully 11,ated pictures, identical te those used in 
the test booklet. The pages in the test booklet are of celored hi-gloss 
paper approximately 3" x 8" in size. Hi .. gloss paper _comes in a variety 
of colors and no color needs to be used for more than tw pages in the 
test booklet. On each page there are three pictures (guaned seals) 
which are arbitrarily selected as masculine, f•inine, aad n.e.u.tral. 
-Tb.is plac•at ef mascaline aad feminine ptct11res on each page is done 
for the purpose of maximizing the power of the test to discriminate 
between the prefer~ces of heys and girls. Th.e pictures th•selves 
are conaercially preduced gmmaed seals aad are selected to imcbade a 
variety of objects such as animals, cars, babies, flowers, cawboys, 
sad Mother Goose figures. The individually mctunted pictures are placed 
en small pieces of ht-gloss paper, approximately 211 x 3", whicll are 
the same color as the test booklet pages on which the pictures appear • 
.Aclmiaistratin 
Each child is in.tredueed to the M-F Test by belim.g told tut he is 
goiag to make a picture booklet of his very own. He is then shown the 
first page of the test 'booklet and is asked, ''Which one ef these pic-
tures do you waat?" The child 11akes- his selection aad ls th.ea given 
an identical picture, one of the individually moum.ted pictures, as 
*The Starkweather M·F Test was cleyeloped as part of a creativity 
research program supported by the Research Feundatiea at Oklahoma 
State Un.i•ersity. 
the first page of his own picture book. This procedure is repeated 
mitil tne child has chosen oae picture from each page ia the test 
booklet. 
Scoring 
Each picture in the M•F Test boeklet ls .auigaed a score. a 
maae11lb.e or feminine value, which is determined by :the specific choices 
of all the cldldrem. in the study. For aamplep a pictt1re chesa by a 
major! ty of the boys and by few of the girls is weighted kea'rily as 
mascuU:ne. 'l'he M-F score for an btdiW.dual child is then :figured by 
addiag the naseuline and femb.iae values of all the pictures he has 
ehesea. This methed of scoring prevides a· measure of masculinity• 
femininity which is based oa the actual choices ef the children 
themselws rather than being baaed en th:e judgments ef .adults. 
The method of calcalati:m.g tne masculine and femiaiae values CDf 
iadividual pictures is illustrated in Figures 1 aad 2. The page shewn 
in. Figare 1 is fr• an M·F Test boeklet usadln several studies in 
which aa equal 1u•ber of beys and girls participated. Whea th.ts is 
true, the score values a.ssigmed to the pictures are figured by sub-
tractb1.g the number of girls frCIJlll the 1uanber ef beys who chase each 
picture. In the 1968 DKM Study, the coltt chosen by 639oys and 23 
girls was assigned a masculine value of +40; and the baby, chosen by 
15 boys and 46 girls, wasassigmed a feminime wlue of .. Jl. These 
assi.gaed values were only for use ta scoring the M•F Tests of the 
children who participated in that study. In the 1969 KGM Study, the 
assigned numerical wlues for these same pictures were S118ller because 
fewer children participated in that study; aevertb.eless, the relative 
values remained the same. The colt was masculine (+20) aad the baby 
was feminine ( 0 17)0 
When an unequal nmnber of boys u.d .girls participate b. a study, 
weighting ts necessary in caleulating the ulaes to be aui.gned to 
the tadtvidul pictures.. la Fi.gure 2, a page fro11 the M•F Test booklet 
used in the 1967 SKW St11dy is illustrated. In this stttdy there were 
17 beys aad 15 girls. Weighting to eerrect fer this inequalt ty was 
achieved by multiplying the nU111ber of girls who chose each picture 
by 1.133; n. b., 17 t 15 equals 1.133. The weighted scores thus 
obtained for the girls were then subtracted fnn the scores for the 
boys. In Figure 2. the pict•re of the baby was cb.0sen by three of the 
17 boys and was chesen by se,,.n of the 15 girlso When the girls 0 
scor• was weighted, i.e., multiplied by 1.133, it became 7.93, and 
the assigned value for the picture of the baby was then -4.93. 
The M-F Test score sheet, on. page t6, illustrates the re.cordiag 
of picture choices and the way in whicll a childvs se,ore is figured 
from the assigned values of the pictures he choseo 
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Evaluation of tke M·F Test 
'l'h.e reliability of the Starkweather M·F Test was detemined by a 
split-half correlatloa, using the Speaxman-Brown modified fol'11111la. Bach 
child's responses to the odd itmns and the evea items on the teat pro-
Ylded the two scores necessary for this aulysls. A ceefficiat of 
+0.936, significant beyond the 0001 le•el, indicated that the M-F Test 
was highly reliable, i.e., had intern.al consistency. 
The Starkweather M·F Test was deli.i,gned ·to discrimiaate .betweu. the 
picture preferences of bOys aad girls, and it does achie.a this purpese 
for wl'li ch it was desigaed. A Man-Whitney 'U test analysts of the 
scores of 32 preschool children indicated that the l:>oys a.ad girls had 
significantly different picture prefereaces. (U • loOO; P<•002). 
Tb.e M·F Test was accepted as having face 'lf&lidity. 
A •ique quU t:y of the Starkweather M·F Teat is that the bias of 
adult judgments is avoided in the scoring, an ael'lievemaat which has ut 
been possible wheJil researchers have used ether measwriag de..tces. For 
the mctst part, where young children are concerned, masculinity and 
femininity are judged on-the basis of behavior and appearance. For 
example, adults judge a girl to be a tomboy if her preferred activities, 
games, teys, playmates, and clothing are more "appropriate" for boys 
than for girls •. The rather cClllllllOn acceptance of judgmeats such as 
this suggested the nossibility of designing a validation test which 
would measure mall.cuUid.ty and femininity as culturally defined. The 
validity of the M·F Test would be assured if the test score~ free of 
adult bias, were in agreement with the cultural expectations for youm.g 
boys and ,girls. 
A validation booklet was constructed similar in design to the 
MmF Test beoklet. It ceasisted of 15 pages of clothing and 15 pages 
of toys and aeti..tties. Each page contained three pictures which were 
arbi trart ly chosen as mascn1Un.e 11 feminbte 11 and neutral. The booklet 
was shown to 20 middle0 clasa adults (10 men and 10 women) wb.o were 
asked to indicate the most masculine and the most feminine pteture on 
each page. For example 11 on one page the three pictures were boys' 
pajamas, girls' pajamas 11 and a nightgown. Witheut exception, the 
adults chose the boys' pajamas as the most masculine and the aightgova 
as the most feminine. 
The '118lidation booklet was then showa to 20 middle-class children 
CU> boys amd 10 girls). Each child was asked to play a game of "Let 11 s 
pretend" during which the experimenter told a story as the child made 
his choices. For example 11 as the child looked at a page showing three 
types of eutdoor clothing, the experimenter said, "Let's pretend it is 
time to ge out to play. What weiuld you like to wear outside?" Then 
as he looked at the next page which showed three different toys, the 
experimenter said 11 ''Let 0 s pretend you: are now o•tside and these toys 
are in the yard. Which one would you Uke to play with today?" 
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The method of scoring the valida,tioa test was the same as the 
method of scoring the M-F Teat. Assigned scores for each picture la 
the validation booklet were figured for the adults aad for the children. 
'l'he adults agreed \UUlaimously on the mascuUnity aad feminiaity of t:b• 
majority of the pictures, but the children shewed. greater flexlb:llhy 
in their choices. Nevertheless, there was extr•ely high agreement 
between the two sets of assigned scores. 'l'here ware 90 indtvidul 
pictures ta the valicrlatioa booklet, and the ad•lts aad childrea agreed 
oa the maseuline, f•inln.e, o;r neutral rating of 86 of these. 
In order to answer the question of whether the M-F Test actt1ally 
measured mas cu Unity a.ad f eminlni ty, the1 children °·s soar-ea, clerl wd ~from 
their choices of pictures in the valtdatto11. bHklet, which were b. 
agreement with cultural expectations, were compared to their M·F Test 
scores. The childrea 0s sC!Olres ·on the validation test ranged frGlll -192 
to +198, indicating a range from high feminine to high mascmliae prefer-
aees. (The maxtnmm possible range was frem -207 to +208.) The scores 
for th.ese same children ea the M°F Tes·t raaged frem -58 to +48, .again 
iadicatiag a raage frem high feminine to high masculine preferences. 
(The maxilll1lllll possible' raage fer these scores was froa -73 to +67.) 
The two sets of sCGres for the 20 cb.tldru. who participated in the 
validation study were compared in order to detexmtne whether the M·F 
Test, which ts completely free of adult bias, actually dees measure 
masculinity and femininity. A Speal'll&ll raak order correlatioa was. 
used la the analysis of the relationship betweea these two sets of 
sceres. The correlation coefficient ws +0.9140 significant beyoad 
the .01 levelo In view of these results, the Starkweather M-F Test 
for preschool children is accepted as a valid measure of masculinity 
aad femh1.ini ty. 
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Figure 1. Method of calculating the masculine and feminine values 
for individual pictures in the Starkweather M-F Test. 
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1967 SKW Study Baby Chipmunk Rooeter 
Boys (N=l7) 3.00 9.00 5.00 
Girls (N=l5) 7.00 ).00 5.00 
Girls (weighted) 7.93 3.40 5.67 
Assigned Value -4.93 +5.60 -0.67 
Figure 2. Method of calculating the masculine and feminine valuee 
for individual pictures in the Starkweather M-F Test when 
weighting of scores is n~cessary. 
STARIWBATHll M.ASCULINITY-llMIRIIITY TBST 
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Testing Place ·5i i)\ Waiet 
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developed by . 
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'!be Starkweather Social RelaUens Test is designed to measure a 
}'omag child's social value within his•• peer group. It is more than 
a test of popularity. It combines a picture interview technique with 
gift .. givin.g, and each child's value in his group is measured in tems 
of the extent to which his gift-giving is reciprocated by the children 
wham b.e chooses. The asstll'lllption uaderlying the choice of .gift-giving 
as a technique for meas~ring social relations is that an individual 
wan.ts to benefit someone he likes. 
The Iastntmen.t 
The materials needed for the social relations test include the 
following: 
(1) A composite picture of the children in the group. A picture 
is needed to help each child remember the other children la his group 
and to permit him to iadicate each choice by pointing to a picture or 
by naming a child. Iadividual pictures of the childran can be mounted 
on heavy mat board or, as ls necessary w1 th large groups, a eomposi te 
picture can be constructed from pictures taken of a few childrea at a 
time. An example of a composite picture, constructed from polaroid 
prints, is presented in Figur~ 1. 
(2) Inexpensive toys, such as small plastic cars, marbles, 
198.llooas, and pictures. These toys are the gifts which are givea to 
the chosen children. The number of toys needed depends upon the number 
of children participating In the study. Sixteen gifts are needed for 
each child -- four each of four different gifts. Gift-giving as the 
technique for measuring social relations among youmg childten is of 
particular value because the child makes his choice of other children 
in terms of specific criteria (the gifts) which he can understaad, 
*'!be Starkweather Social Relations Test was developed as a part 
of the creativity research supported by the Research Fouadaticim., 







































aad the actual .. giYiag of a gift, as a con.aequace of the child's 
namiag another child, emphasizes the importance of his choice and 
thereby increases the probability of the test results being valid. 
(3) 111.velopes, pre-labelled with tb.e names of the children in 
the .group. In. order to il!lsure the privacy ef the children's choices 
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of 0th.et- ·children, a 111ethod of distrib11t.ing the gifts without identi• 
fyiag the giver is essential.· One method that has been mest successful 
bas been that of having the child, as· he makes hl s choices, help to 
place the gifts :ln pre-labelled envelepes designated as belaging to 
the cb.ildrea he has chesen. AttraeUve aad :f.nterestl11$11; envelopes can 
be easily made from the pages of a wallpaper sample book, preferably a 
sample book fer wallpaper that is cloth.backed. 
Adabd strati on 
First, the composite p!ct~re of the childrea la the peer group ts 
shew to the child, and h.e is eaccmraged to name all the children, 
pointing to 8'lCh one as he does se. "Here is· a picture.of children 
you kn.ow. Can. you find your picture? (Pause) Tell me wh.o the other 
children are." 
The child Is tl:ten gi vea his chol ca of several possible gifts, 
with. the understaadi:ng that the one he choeses is his to keep. For 
example, he may choese ne ef se•eral small plastic toys, suck as 
animals or cars. Three gifts, identical to the one chosen by the 
child for himself, are then placed on the table before him. "These 
(cars) are for your friends." The experimenter thn touches. the 
toys (cars) one at a time sad asks the child to whent h.e wants each 
one to be given. As the child mans b.is choices, he puts ueh gift 
in. the pre .. laheUed envelope desiguted as belngt111g to the child he 
has chosen. This precedure of glft .. glriag is repeated watil the 
child has chosen friends for fo•r different gifts, making a total 
•f 12 choices. 
scorin5 
:tf 
The scoring of the so~ial relatins teat ls desigaed to show the 
relatieasbip between the child's choice of other cltildran.aad their 
choice of him. Fer example, Child F .. 1316, as shown ia Tahle I, was 
·· chosa by five of the seven chlldrea whom she chose. Im. oalculatiag 
her social relation (S.R.) score, her relationship to eaeh of the 
seven children is expres,sed as a· weighted acora te shew the return 
that she received oa b.er Investment; and then the sum of these 
weighted scores is divided by se'Yen, I.e., is divided by the total 
aamber of chlldrea chosen. by hero 'l'hese calculations can be illusQ 
trated as followsg 
0/2 + 1/1 + 1/1 + 1/3 + 2/1 + 2/3 + 0/1 
-----~--~---~-----~---~~--~-----
o.oo + 1.00 + 1.00 + 0.33 + 2.00 + 0.67 + 0.00 s.oo 0 71 
. . -,- .. 
In Table I, the snres ef tb.ree children are preseated for the 
purpose of i ll•stratiq the meaaing of the aeelal relations score. 
The first chUd, F-1316, chose seven of the other children; ad ia 
turn, five of th• chose her. She chose these cblldra a total of 
12 times, but she was chosen by t-ll• only nine times and did aot 
recei•• a complete return a her inveat:aent b. th•. Her score vaa 
o. 71.. The second cldld, M•l337, was a- child who liked everybedy aad 
was very popt1lar.. He spread himself ta hls<gift•.giri.D.g ad •• 
frequently chosea by other chUdreao His s·eore of lo 2.5 showa that 
he received a large r•t~rn on his lnvestaaeat in the other children.o 
The third child, M .. 1318, chose se'V'u. of the others, but 0111.ly two of 
them chose him. His sc~re of 0.12 shews clearly that he received 
ll ttle return on his iavestmat tn the other ehildrao 
TABLE I 
STAR.XWEATHER SOCIAL RELATIONS TEST8 EXAMPLES OF DATA 
FOR mE CALCULATION OF S.R. SCORES 
Other Childru 
A B c D ! F G H S.R. Score 
F-1316 is chosen 0 1 1 1 2 2 e 2 
F-1316 chooses 2 1 l 3 1 3 1 0 o. 71 
M-1337 is chosen. 1 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 
M ...1337 chooses 1 l 2 2 1 2 2 1 1.25 
M ..1318 ts cl:lesen 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
M-1318 chooses 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 0 0.12 
101 
102 
Possible scores on. the social relations tut raage from OoOO 
to 4.00. A score of o.oo, which is net mico,..n, would be earned by a 
child who received no return ea his iavestment in other cbildra-; i.e., 
110 child to wh.om be g&fta gift would have chosen him in return.. A 
sc0re of 4.00, which is highly improbable, would be eamed by a child 
who received a maximma return on his in.vestment in other .children; 
1.e., he w•ld haye givu. gifts to 12 differa.t children aad each 
wo11ld have chesea him fcinar times in returno Tb.us fa-r, in the tasting 
of several huadred children, the highest score has been 1.89, which 
was earaed by a chUd who coas:l.dered everyone his friend and who, 
ia return, was considered a very special friend by almost everyoae 
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Profile 9 F-1731 
Profile 10 F-1849 
Profile 11 F-1796 

























Profile 13 F-1839 
Profile 14 F-1481 
Profile 15 F-1771 • 
Profile 16 F-1728 
Figure 2. Creativity profiles of girls scoring high and low 
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Figure 3. Creativity profiles o~ boys scoring high and low on 
the form boards test whi·ch measures freedom to use 
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Figure 4. Creativity profiles of girl s s coring high and low on 
the form boards test which measur es freedom to use 
conforming and nonconforming behavior (C~NC). 
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Profile 36 M-1638 Profile 40 M-1782 
Figure 5. Creativity profiles of beys sc~:ring hi.gh and low in 
the target game which measures willingness to try 



























Profile 41 F-1512 
Profile 42 F-1571 
Profile 43 F-11!45 
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Figure 6. Creativity profiles of gi rls scoring high and low in 
the target game which measures willingness to try 
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Profile 49 M-1827 
Profile 50 M-1809 
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Profile 56 M-1869 
Figure 7. Creativity profiles of beys scor ing high and low 
in masculinity {MmF). 
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Figure 8. Cr ativity profiles of girls scoring high and low 
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Figure 9. Cr eat ivi t y profiles of bit»ys scoring high and low 
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Figure 10. Creativity profiles of girls scoring high and low 
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